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Editors' Note
llie 11 atermark would like to acknowledge the select
individuals and j)rogranis that have made this edition possi-
ble. Special thanks to the English Department and ( j-eative
Writing Program, especially Professors Robert (jossley,
Askold Melnyczuk, and Tom O'Grady. We are indebted to
their endless support as well as to th(^ department's funding
of prizes for the strongest pieces of w riting. Thank you also
to the Art Department, in particular Bob Fata and Professor
Nancy Stieber, and Professor iNelson Lande of the Philoso-
phy Department for his much needed assistance with the
Nonfiction section.
We express further gratitude to Donna Neal, Atha
Demopoulos, the Student Senate, Skye Rhyddyd, Diane Ven-
den, Ian Boyd, Dereck Mangus, Nate Moquin, Jason Campos,
Gin Dumcius, The Mass Media, James Dow, Evan Sicuranza,
and Daniel Rodriguez for allowing us to use his piece for the
cover. We are also appreciative to Man Sullivan for conduct-
ing a fiction workshop and reading from her novel. Stay. As
always, we are extremely grateful for the dedication of our
staff members— especially Michele Lisio, Nate Beyer, Ilhan
Zeybekoglu, and Bernadette McHugh— and all who submit-
ted; without them The Watermark would cease to exist.
Furthermore, we are pleased to include an interview^
with award-winning author Ha Jin that was conducted in
conjunction with a reading from his new novel. The Crazed.
The UMass community was fortunate to host Ha Jin and we
thank him for tlie privilege of printing this inten iew in our
tenth anniversary edition.
We apologize to Justin Hughes whose piece was cen-
sored from last year's edition. Cuervo can be found on page
86 of this edition.
The WateTinark is a student riui publication that
serves as an outlet for the highest quality writing and visual
art of lAlass Boston's undergratluate and graduate student
body. Submissions are selected by staff members ^ ia a dem-
ocratic and anonymous process \\'\\\\ the ovei-all goal ol'offei'-
ing LMass students the opportunity to be |)ul)hsh(Hl. hiter-
ested students can contact llie II atei'uiark at () 1 7.2(S7.79()0 or
watermark@umb.edu.
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By DS Maiiffus
PLAYSTATION
By Michaela Horan
One of these days,
yoif 11 be playing Triple Play 2002
and I will be on the coueh behind you,
slowly undressing,
ignored by your cats
until it's just my translucent skin
and blue veins against
the orange fabric
of your third-hand couch
waiting for you to look.
But you won't even glance
because your team is winning,
so you have to finish
your pretend game.
You'll turn around
only to see me
dressed and reading.
Then youll ask me to bed
and 111 say Fm too tired
and you'll roll your eyes and
sav I'm alwavs too tired.
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HIS CONSTITUTION
By Darrell Perita
Pappy was a slim yardstick of a man.
Februaiy first, he was eighty-seven,
he didn't move an inch.
Against the stiffness
of winter's heady morning breath,
he didn't budge,
didn't let on like he was chilled.
At the bus stop lean-to
with scratched up plastic windows
and metal -ice slab bench
chaos had not prevailed.
Pappy was patient as a bow hunter.
A prison term at the carpet factory
didn't break him of spirit. Years ago
he came home to his family
(now long gone)
with scraps for a patchwork rug.
In that brick commode,
little plastic particles in dirty
oxygen couldn't choke him.
Though folds of sunbleached snow,
earthbound flakes like cherry blossom petals
plummeted down and aroiuid him;
Though the white weighted branches near him,
strained arches like snagged fishing poles
whispered to the ground,
'T give up;"
Pappy didn't shake. His swollen face
was the color of the bottoms of my feet,
and he just set there dreaming.
1 1
TRICKSTERWOMAN
By Jen-Ai Casal
Poiiiha-Gira's reproachful glance
reminds yon of her agency:
She's hnilt her altar ont of keys,
perfnnie hottles, and hlack lace fans.
Sanctifier, vilifying
all that is saintly, dead and white—
her eyelid, heavy with midnight,
hlesses dancers, hone -defying.
Her worshippers are well-acquainted
w ith her trident, swathed in shells—
Good and Bad and Something Else
are cased in the tines, triple-pointed.
Ifyou would change the world you have
and turn the ladders upside down,
sprinkle anisette on the ground
for the Queen of crossroads, sea and grave.
While theologians try to guess:
Is God complicit in evil.''
Pomba-Gira's holy revel
will answer no and sometimes yes.
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LAURA DE LA TORRE BUENO, M.D.
By Jen-Ai Casal
Blonde girls with perfect pigtail names
like Joy Ash
copied square manila oaktag;
eternity finished before I crossed the T.
My name stretched across my desk
like a Montana sunset.
Blue -eyed girls named Jane Carr
ran through Chinese jump rope;
the teacher tripped through my endless syllables.
Laura de la Torre Bueno
spun down on Rapunzel's dark curls.
Taller than the tower of Santa Barbara
in the kitchen I slouched
wearing my cousin's too -short
lavender prom dress— waiting.
My mother prattled
all evening— stories of Papa Luis
fighting Trujillo, grandmother's hands
shaping arepas and beans.
Then she fed me milhojas at midnight,
leaves for my thousand letters.
Once in Norfolk, Nebraska,
1 was exotic azucena perfume
and wild. Big sky and highway kissed.
Blond man on a Harlev chanted
Laura de la Torre Bueno:
wave upon amber wave of grain
matched our ecstatic rhythm.
Living swells of my name crashed
on an uncharted shore.
Precise analom) [)rofcssors
enunciated vowels with (^are
tenderly as scal|)els and s|)ecula.
Mv CalluM" cv\cd at graduation.
I foil in lo\(^ w ill) his tears, liis rebel heroes,
plantains, arepas, and i)eans
in an east(M-n ivory tower.
Now my stc^hoseope ecjuals niy name
in length, at least. 1 examine
aerobic instructors named Jan Jones
dressed in impossible paper gowns,
who nervously await— the length of my name.
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SEEING SAWING
By Harmony Snedden
In Brighton, Colorado
the parks department
needs me to prune
low branches off trees
in their square parks,
so the dogs don't scratch
their eyes.
I'm a volunteer of America:
AmeriCorps, I'm pruning
a tree, a tree that did not need
an amputation. I've closed
my eyes and focused on the living
liquid red inside my eyelids—
I can smell this tree.
I open my eyes and see
the dust spray from the cut,
sweet and soft, almost steaming—
until it lands on the ground
with my knees
and the dog shit
and the dead bird without a head.
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ONCE
Bv David Schiffer
1 saw my grandfather only once.
My family went to visit him and his wife
in a large apartment chamher in Strasbourg.
The Passover sun glazed the windows
into stained-glass. I was in a sacred chapel,
but the sage was crinkled.
He had on thick brown glasses,
the empty kind a pedophile would wear.
My grandmother hung herself
from him. Dried-up patience deranged her face.
It wasn't her fault he was captured by the Nazis
and not scorched.
My father showed me a gray picture once.
A young man stands handsome in a simple smile—
then loses five years in a POW camp.
After the war he returned to Strasbourg,
found my grandmother, locked the door,
and had my father.
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ENTERING THE E()l\ES'r
LILYPADS IN 11 IE I5I\()()K
Prinlmakiiii^
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18 B\ Arthur J. Gorham
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UNTITLED I & III
Black While Phologt'apliy
Bv \f. Vhniaiiise Sanati
imT[TLED R
Black <k W hilc llioloi^raplu
B\ \l. \hiiianis(^ Saiiali
LEONARDO'S ST. ANNE
Charcoal on Paper
22 By Ian Boyd
STORMY
By David Scliiffcr
There is notliing left for iiie to do exee|)l leave a iiole
for my modier and tell her that I love her and know that she
loved me. My father did too but that is okay because he is in
jail. My sister killed herself a month ago. She was twenty-
two. I am seventeen. I write letters and stories and poems
that no one reads. I sing in the shower and mastiu^bate with
the showerhead. My sister taught me that when 1 was eleven.
Books are nice and thoughtful. I read them. 1 used to talk to
people. I like the ocean. The wind. The waves are blue and
cold. There is nothing for me now, but the ocean. Two lights
in Maine. If you haven't been, go. Just give me wind, giye
me the ocean and I can feel things. Feel things that aren't in
Boston. Boston is gray and full of spikes. People sometimes
leave you alone when you need to feel. I need to feel. I have
things inside of me. Big things. Train tracks and windmills
and orange pus.
I tried heroin when I was fifteen. My father showed
me how to do it. Then my Mom saw us and cried and hit
herself You see, my sister was a jimky and my dad was show -
ing me heroin. I liked heroin and my dad. My dad— he
didn't mean anything by it. He touched me sometimes on
the stomach when he drank and kissed my neck. But noth-
ing too bad except the needle and the stuff inside. I felt like
a piece of water dripping and swaying. There is so much to
water. I am nothing. Nothing repeats itself oyer and o\ er.
There is a lot of notliing in Boston and in people. People are
full of nothing. Waves make nothing look good. That's the
trick. I am walking right now down Newbiu*y Street. People
smoke at cafes. Good-looking people. 1 wish I could eat all
of them. Make them feel my teeth. I A\aiit to jump into the
cement. Go into the stores and yank peopk^'s hair. Swan
dive into the concrete. Make something crack. The sky is
blue and choppy, blank and hea\T. Clouds gather foggy and
mushy like soaked pillows. 1 told you I write. I am writing
now, but you don't really know who 1 am. Think about it.
who am 1 who vou are readin"? 1 could l)e i2a\ or a docior.
I could be a fire liydrant or a kite or a kike. \ou don'l know.
2'^
\la\l)(' I III a how I ol' ('(M'cal. (Nil inc. (vil inc. riic sliai'p niiptv
wind pushes \\\c hack iiisicU^ nnscll'. 1 am now inside nivself.
h is (hirk and scarv Bii^' [cc\\\ hitin^- and laughing and slap-
piiii;. I walk in ihc dai'k and sec all my l()\ers. Thtn laiigli
too. riiey [)ok(' m\ ('\(\s w ilh s|)ikes and spoons. There are
kni\ es in my ears.
I'm l)aek al home reading l)eeause il looks like it
might i-ain. llai'i-y called on the tele])lione. He said he was
soiM'N and worried. 1 asked him if he was sorry he gave me
an ahortion and he himg up. He's hung up on something.
I'm funny. I hope you like ww \M"iting. 1 lost my virginity to
Harry. I was driuik so he lucked me. It was murky. It felt
wai iu and |)rickly like a mashed strawherr\. I think that's
w hat my hal w looked like after the ahortion. 1 got a real one.
My mother paid for it out of the jai' she hides in her vagina.
That's not true. My mother do(\siri c\en use it anymore. My
dad's in jail. Before he left he told me my nickname was
Stormv. I call my self Stormy. It's dark and w indy—my two
favorite things. I have to add the ocean to that and water.
Dark water is the windy ocean at night. That is real. I know
that, h's like sand in my mouth and my hreasts in fning
pans. That's not true about the breasts. I like men when they
are gentle to me. I desei'v e it. I didn't pull the legs off the
spiders or poiu' I^rano on the flowers.
I think the only things my mom likes are flowers.
W hen she doesn't read Emily Dickinson she's on the porch
helping them grow and be prettv. The last week my father
was around he killed all the flowers. Some he just turned
over so the clumpy dirt fell out along w ith the flower Oth-
ers he pointed Drano and Jim Beam on. I don't really know
what happened between them. Notliing good, I guess. I
know they loved each other. I think the heroin and booze
and police hitting and the l)ad food and the piss in the bed
did something, lies in jail now for a combination of those
things plus a knife. But 1 still love him. He loved me so
much, so that won't change 1 don't think. I also lo^e my
mom. She's at her best w hen she finishes watering the new
How (M S and i'(^ads on the porch and drinks her brow n tea. I
don't like tea that's l)i'ow ii. I do like chamomile though and
Fm going to have some now.
I finished my tea so 1 figure I'll keep w riting. ^^ riting
is good and blue. There is so much I can write though I'm
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sure it's all tlie same. My name is Slormy. My sister is dead.
My father is in jail and I think m\ mom is either at a meeting
or huying eigarettes. She smokes now. \ever near the llou-
ers. She got mad when I did that. vSlie said m\ lather" did
that. The phone is ringing, please hold on. \ou can listen il"
yon want.
"Sarah?" It's llarrv again.
"It's Stormy, eome on."
"Jesus, okay. Stormy!^"
"Yes. What can I do for you.^"
"Can I come over?"
"Wiry?"
"So 1 can hug yon and talk to you."
"Okay."
I was thirteen when 1 did it for the first time and the
guy was probably older. We did it in a bathroom at a movie
theater. I had ])iilled down my panties and was on the toilet
peeing when he walked in. I could see his black Doc Mar-
tens on the floor. He knocked on the door and asked if he
could come in. His voice was deep and dark. Then I heard
his zipper. He told me he had to pee. I let him in and then
we were mashed strawberries on the toilet. He told me I was
tight and hot and asked me if I thought I would ever have to
pee again. I wasn't sure after that so he put my panties in his
back pocket and looked at me. He laughed and said that I re-
minded him of apple jelly on toast. Then he kissed me on my
eyelids and on top of my forehead like my dad did and left.
I'm out in the rain right now waiting for Harry to
come over. I wonder if he'll tiy doing it with me like he
did the last time. Harry likes to come over sometimes and
hug me and tell me how he wished it were just the gunshot.
Harry was my sister's boyfriend. It's really awful what she
did. She took a handful of pink Paxil pills, slit her thighs,
sat in her car, put on the Bee Gees, and shot her head. Just
so you know; Hariy wasn't my hrst and didn't gi^e me an
abortion— that's just something 1 say to joke with him. and
with you. Sky-blue, that's what 1 called my sister al'ler she
died. She did heroin and had realK bad asthma. I think m\
father showed her how to do it too. but ma\l)e she showed
him. My sister went to eoll(^gc\ w cut out with llarr\.and did
heroin. In April we were luuing lea and cigai'cttes on the
|)orch because^ mom was away and she told me that she loxed
2:)
luM'oin hut that it was not nice to her anymore and that she
was goin^' lo (|iiit.
"I'm a really sad person," she said.
"I don't think so."
"\\ ell, 1 am, so yon hetter not."
"Better not what.^"
"Just don't. Okay?"
Sometimes she would bring me into her room and
start kicking knitting needles against the wall. See, she said,
Fm kicking it. She was really sad. Harry couldn't do much,
so he tried putting his own needle into her like they liked to
but that didn't really work either. She left a note under my
pillow. It said, Sarah, you will one day too. She waited until
it was hiunid and thimdering one night. My mother awoke
when she thought she heard thimder right on top of the
street. I had been out taking a long walk in the rain. When I
came back people were outside talking. There was too much
noise. The rain started feeling dirt) in my hair and when 1
saw mom holding a bloody Sky-blue in the Escort, I ran. I
ran and the rain slapped me and was quiet when I cried.
Harn looks good and gives me a big hug it hurts
i)ut in a good way. He kisses me on the forehead like my dad
did and asks me how I'm doing.
"I think I'm moving." I tell him.
nVhat?"
'T'm leaving."
"Where you guys going.^"
"Just me, mom doesn't know anything yet."
"Ok. \\ here and why .'^"
"It doesn't matter. Somewhere wet and windy. I
hope the ocean."
"\ou have the money for it.-' Oceans are expensive."
"\ou want to come.'^ We can room together and take
care of each other."
"What? Sarah?"
I lift my eyebrows at him.
"Okay. Sorrv. Stormy, what are you talking about?"
"I don't know. I just want to go out there. Listen to
the waves before sleeping. Let the wind clean me and tell me
things. I want to do it with the waves." He moved closer and
put his arms around me. "I just need to do that."
I'm on the porch at night and it's still raining out.
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After Harry j)iit his jeans hack on and we liad some tea and
eigarettes, he said 1 slioidd slay and not he erazy. We did it
on tlie porch. He was sweating during it and it was hke I lie
ocean. Fm not crazy, I just want to feel big things and lell
about them in a good way. I want to die and kill sometimes
because I can't do that. And why can't 1 do that? I know 1
have nothing to say. It's all been said before and feh a tliou-
sand times by eveiyone on Newbury Street. I need tornadoes
and moiu-ning doves and I want people around me to need
them too. 1 feel it so much it's like bees crawling in and out
of my fingernails. Does that make any sense.^ No it doesn't,
but my name is Stormy and it means so much to me that I
want to write everything. 1 want the rain to rinse me into the
air so I can become rainy water too. I only did heroin that
time with my dad and it felt like a pond. But I want the dark
water coming out of me not into me like spikes. My sister
wanted to be a writer. But she's dead now so I told myself
that I would write. But I only really want to write when it's
night and raining. I feel. I'm sad. My sister drools on me
when it's raining and my dad kisses me. My mom's flowers
are taking a shower. I'm swimming. The night is in my ears.
Water slides down my neck and into my breasts and down
my stomach. I can hear and touch sadness and heroin and
knives and skies. I hold out my hand and let the rain drops
put out my cigarettes. I know when it rains. I know Fm go-
ing far away when it rains. And there is nothing at all except
this, even when I know Fm not going an}^here.
GOLDEN PARACHUTE
By Mike Marrhaiul
A woman's voice from across the floor rises above
llie collective din of spinning hard drives and whirring
fans, ending a conx ersation with a joke. At the front desk, a
courier's dangling key chain splashes as he hands the recep-
tionist the clipboard. Smiling, she signs for the thick, pad-
ded envelope. A phone rings at a vacant desk once, twice,
three times, voice mail. A group enters, debriefing in mo-
tion from a side corridor. They separate, moving decisively
toward respective purposes; some sit. One man checks his
e-mail, another the market. One woman sees the red light on
her phone and dials the numbers to retrieve the words now
digitized several floors below.
The man who is checking the market minimizes the
window and dials his broker to berate him in hushed tones
for his latest bum tip. The frustration bestowed by manage-
ment must be shared. Last time, he called his girlfriend who
told him, "Oh, poor baby; how'd you like to live with a veg-
etarian yoga fanatic who freaks when you cook bacon.^" The
phone rings in his ear once, tsvice, three times, voice mail.
One woman hangs up her phone at the same time; the man
checking his e-mail composes a message to his lover who has
promised to tell his wife the truth. Another woman heads
past, entering an office where laughter has newly subsided,
her short, sharp sentences spawning silence.
She turns and takes the dozen steps back to her
cube. Soon she is seated, staring into pixels. She types in
her password. She breathes in deeply. She picks out one
pixel that seems brighter than the rest. She closes one eve
and squints. The pixel grows as her vision compresses. It
almost looks beautifid, she thinks, like a star or a private sun.
She sighs smilingly at the life she might have in the glow of
that sun. Free, unencumbered by what has been and what
must be. Free to...her computer's bell tone informs her that
she has a new message. She opens her eyes. Life loses luster
when seen clearly, especially in fluorescent light. And this is
her life, her work. That is clear. The new initiative, the new
initiative, the new initiative; nothing coidd be more impor-
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taut. She checks lici' c-mail. (Central Office. Wfiat else is
going to fiappeii today?
To: All Unit Managers, I S Division
From: Brussels (Central Office
Due \o revised revenue forecasts for
the upcoming quarter, oui' cur-retit
resource allocation must he addi'cssed.
That means you jokers have invested badly and can't
pay yourselves bigger bonuses than last year.
Therefore, performance assessments
of functions pertaining to internal re-
porting and presentation development
shall commence immediately pending
review of cost benefit analysis of out-
sourcing said functions going forward.
Outsourcing. That's downsizing to us. That's 'move
where we send you or goodbye.' And it has to be now, you
bastards. It has to be now...
All unit managers should be aware that
personnel from the Audit Division will
visit all US Division offices beginning
February 17 for unannoimced efficien-
cy inspections. Personnel within your
purview should not be informed of
these inspections, as prior notice may
artificially influence real imit efficiency.
Very nice, and 1 can't let my people know, eitliei*.
Regards,
Olivier Reynders
Chief, Audit Bureau
Fuck you, OUie.
The groiij) ([ui(Mlv exhales as legal pads flutter. They
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s\\i\('l ill tluMi' cliaii's and tap kexs in their open l:>oxes.
Danette ])on(lers the \oicc mail as she t\pes. She
had l)een exeited hy the potential feather her role in the new
initiative might hestow, finally getting the chance to reallv
put her degree to work, hut the adrenaline it had kicked off
was now making it difficult for her to focus. Her father had
seemed tired last weekend at dinner, hut cancer? Her moth-
er's voice is still ringing in her head, so oddly teetering on
hysterics, yet detached like a radio report, fading and swelling
on an unfamiliar station, carried by storm clouds. They're so
close, right over at MGH, but she wouldn't go there now. Too
much to do here, too little to do there. A little toss of her
head to smooth the waters of her mind; her new shampoo
smells good, like a breeze in Jamaica she remembers, but the
sferics of her mother's message still rise and fall.
Jason feels unsatisfied. He leaves a vaguely ^ itriolic
message for his broker, but it doesn't lift the weight of annoy-
ance from him; he needs resistance to break down, to hear
the sound of discomfort. He needs groveling. Instead, the
confident tone of the recording intensifies his dissatisfaction.
He looks at his Rubik s Cube, his stress ball, his autographed
photo of Nomar Garciaparra; no help here. He hears the
keys clicking around him, marking irregular measurements
of time that add up to more seconds and minutes that he is
losing money. He'd ha\ e to walk down to that bastard's office
at lunchtime.
Bnce is already outlining the next few months.
Bn ce is fastidious; Caleb says that's one of the things he likes
and respects in Brvce. Bry ce wonders if Caleb says things
like that to his wife, too. He's seen their house, smelled her
perfume; he wonders if Caleb will ever really leave her. The
first time he had gone home with Caleb, he had opened the
perfume, spilling some on his fingertips. He tried to wash it
off. but the whole point of perfume was to resist removal. As
he and Caleb kissed, he had lifted his hand to Caleb's face.
Their eyes met, the scent of Caleb's wife hanging between
them. Brv ce wonders if Caleb's wife will be as tenacious as
her scent.
Barb had been here before. She'd seen initiatives
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come, rockets fueled witli (he exiihei-anee of new manage-
ment, and she'd seen them go, unread copies amongsl I lie
garbage faiUng from the dumpster to the BFI truck, .\otliing
but a pain in the ass, really. Acronyms change, concepts like
"total quality management" superceded by "thinking out of
the box" superceded by "managing for results," but none of
them seemed to get the management part right. But she'd
been around a while; she knew what had to ha[)|)en. She
had Bryce for the details, Danette's newbie eagerness, and
Jason's eye, but the secret missive from Central made this
one a high -stakes item. It would be tough without Doreen
to keep her sane.
About six, no eight, eight already? weeks ago, the
team members were sitting in their cubes, keeping the flow
of the last initiative moving, when the horrible event had
transpired. The cubes they occupy are near reception, as is
the water cooler. Opposite the cooler stood a tall metal shelf
that had once housed magnetic tape, about a foot from the
front wall of Doreen's end of the cubes. They'd sent a new
man to deliver the water that week.
The shelf was used to house the empty jugs, but the
new man, going that extra mile, started sliding the full ones
in after he had stacked the returns on his dolly. The shelf
was high, and the man wasn't tall he had to arc a slight la-
yup to get them into the top shelves. The problem was, that's
where he'd started, so there was no ballast. Doreen had just
sat down when the shelf tipped back, momentarily using
her cube wall as a fulcrum. The wall gave way, dum})ing her
desktop and monitor into her lap. She flipped awkwardly as
her chair swiveled. The end result was four herniated discs,
which made it impossible for her to sit in a chair for more
than ten minutes straight.
To some, this would be funny in retrospect, but not
to Barb. Six years ago, weary of the em|)ty bottles, sick of the
broken furniture, and heartbroken al)out the miscarriage,
Ron had finally packed and walked out of her life. Doreen
was Barb's rock then, even picking her u|) from the AA meet-
ings at night, letting her stay in the guest room until she
trusted herself alone. Doreen was the only one on the team
she could relate to honestly. Barb was ()l)sessi\e. and details
could drive her close to the edge; DorecMi knew how to pull
her back "First things first. Barb."
*^l
Doreen and Barl) had worked at tlu' c()nij)an\ for
over twentN years. They'd started only a tew months aj)art as
elerks for the old New En^dand Federated, and had. as much
by attrition as In hard \\ ()rk. risen to the American pinnacle
of middle management with its current incarnation within
BelGeo Holdings. They knew how to work together: Barl)
had the ])ush and the title of I nit Manager, while Doreen
had the gathering arms to Iniild a team, a good husband, and
t\\o healthy kids. They'd been through so many of these be-
fore, it didn't matter if the idea w as gai^bage. They'd make it
look all nice and sbinv. But outsourcing.^ That meant closing
the office. Danette is fresh out of college: she can move. Ja-
son w ill go wherever they'd send him as long as he has a fast
enough line speed to day trade: Bn ce loves to travel. Doreen
coidd retire on disability tomorrow and enjoy her empty ing
nest. But Barb, a candidate for a golden parachute at foity -
five. She shudders.
Danette knocks on the top of the cube wall.
"He}. Barb. I need to take the rest of the day."
"It's not a CTood time. Dani." Barb turns in her chair.
"I know —Fm soriy. h's my dad. My mom called.
Cancer " Tears glistening just contained.
"Oh. Dani. Fm so sorn. L . ." She wants to hus: Dani.
who she can see shaking slightly, but all her strength is fo-
cused inward. ~\ou do whate\er you need to do. We ll be
OK here. ' She smiles ^^^th effort.
"Thanks. Barb. Fll call you when 1 know more. " She
turns aw ay. sobbing audibly.
Damn. Barb thinks, no Doreen. no Danette. The
preliminaries for the initiative had to get out by noon tomor-
row. Thursday, or nothing w ould get moAing until next w eek.
That w ouldn't look good for the audit. At least she has Biyce.
w ho. she's sure, is already doing the timelines, his organiza-
tion and self-motivation balancing his lack of creativitv Ja-
son, on the other hand, w ould need a kick in the ass. Plenty
of smaits. he could spin anything any way. but deadlines
parah ze him. Barb gets up from her chair and heads over to
Jason's cube.
Jason i>> ])laving Tetris as Barb steps in. He's con-
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siiiikmI, so \w (locsiTl realize she is lliccc until she dear's her
throat. At tlie sound, he seenis to lilt an inch or- two IVoiii
his chair, and eoines down with his index linger on the le("t
mouse button, minimizing the game and restoring a bogus
Excel spreadsheet.
''Look, Jace, Tm going to need your hel|) on this
one." Barb sees no need to scold him; he is still unsteady
from the jolt. "Doreen won't l)e back 'til Lord-knovvs-vvhen,
and now Dani's headed down to the hos])ital."
"Hospital.-^ Why.^" Jason has a thing lor Danette,
though she'd shut him down after allowing him to fondle
her ass at the Christmas party. "Is she OK?"
He almost seems to care, Barb thought. "Yes, well,
no, it's her dad. Cancer."
"Damn. That's rough. She's ven close to them,
her folks, I mean." Jason sounded phony even when he ap-
proached a genuine emotion.
"Yes, but life goes on. We need the preliminaries
out by tomorrow, noontime." She didn't want to sound so
callous, but Jason would practice being compassionate all
afternoon if it meant avoiding work.
"Oh, uh, yeah. So what do you need?"
"The usual, summary memo, bullets of main points,
attached with the full report, e-mail to the directors' distri-
bution list. Hard copies of everything for the files."
"Wow, yeah, um, I need to rim out at lunch, but..."
"Don't run far, or long, Jace. This lias to get set up
for distribution tomorrow morning.
"
"You can count on me. Barb. Reams of boredom to
the bureaucracy!" He flashes his expensive smile; Barb feels
slightly queasy.
Next, Bryce. It isn't necessary, really, hut Ik^ appreci-
ates a little recognition. He isn't in his cul)e, l)ut she sees
that he is already working on tweaks for the timeline. He'd
printed it out, and marked it in red Sharpie and yello\\ high-
lighter. Barb looks it over with tepid interest. It isn't the
pressure that is numbing her; it is moi'c tlu^ futility of the
flurry that accompanies the first stage of an iniliati\('. She
turns away from tlie map of the th(M)retical future and heads
back to her cube. She glances at the lorn papei thal Doi-een
had tacked up on lier cube wall on lop ofihe 'atlagirf lellei-
from (]enti-al ( )f(ice aftei" the last iniliali\e. 'She has. indeed.
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(lone it \(M'\ well; hill i( is a foolish thiii^well done/
Ifs luiichliiiHN harh can lell hv the eli(|ues of voices
that rise and fall as they [)ass. Barh always hrings her hmcli;
she do(\siri like gomg to the places around tlie huilding
where dangerous things are said and done. She used to
take the two martini hnudi, hut then it became three or
more, talking out-of'-school. lucking in tlie parking garage
\\ ith-(j()(l-kn()ws-who, the blackouts, |)assing out at the desk.
She decides maybe a call to Doreen might be a good move.
It woidd make Doreen feel included, and, more importantly,
\\()ul(l give Barb a reason to convince herself aloud that
it will all be worth it this time. She technically shouldn't
share the message from Central with anyone, but what harm
could it doi' Doreen could always keep a secret. She taps
the speed dial with her ballpoint; the phone rings in her ear
— once, twice, three times, voice mail. Ah, well, she thinks,
best get down to it.
Voices returning and an acidic swirl in her stomach
make Barb look up from her PC. An hour has flown by like
nothing. She should eat, stretch the legs, clear the head.
She goes to the fridge and takes out her turkey and sprouts
on whole wheat and her Diet Coke. As she walks back, she
notices neither Bryce nor Jason have reappeared. She hears
a phone stop ringing; when she reaches her cube, she sees
the red light is on. Cod, 1 hope it's Doreen, she thinks.
She opens her sandwich and takes a bite as she dials
the numbers to retrieve the message. It's Bry ce's voice.
''Ah, hi, Barbara (he always calls her that; he hates
nicknames), it's Biyce. I'm having a little, sniff, no I'm hav-
ing a bigproblem (he's sobbing, Christ!). Do you remember
Caleb from AccuTech, well, he and I, well, but his wife found
out, and he was going to leave her, but now he won't see me
and I..." Just more crying, then he hangs up.
This cannot be happening, she thinks. If these
people only knew what this one meant... She looks up at
the ceiling tiles. She finishes half her sandwich and tosses
the rest. Her stomach is in knots. She was planning to work
out at the Y tonight, but she may have to go to the 6:30 meet-
ing instead— she could use a little bolstering. She looks up
at the clock. It's 2:05; where the hell is Jason.^ She brings up
her contact list. Jason, home; Jason, pager; Jason, cell phone.
The ballpoint clicks in and out as she pounds the buttons.
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You better pick u|), you little prick.
"Jason (^oiiii." 'riiere is haek^^-oimd noise, hul fie
picks right up. 11" heVl noticed the luuuher, he might not
have.
"Hello, Jace. Where the hick are you?" Her teeth are
clenched.
"Oh, yeah, Barb, like 1 said I had to go out at liuich..."
There is a crash in the distance, and laughler*. "...ha, yeah,
and I had to talk to my broker who gave me a sliit tip, and
well, he felt bad..."
"Jace, are you at a bar, perchance.^" Her head is reel-
ing now. No Doreen, no Danette, no Biyce, and now this?
"Well, yeah, ahem, yes, Barb, as a matter of fact, Fm
thinking I might not make it back in today, um, I think I
might go see how Dani's doing and..." He sounds lit!
"Do you eyen know what hospital she's at.^ Jace.^ Do
you.^"
"Ah, New England Medical. Yeah, 1 drove her down
there one time."
"That's where her ObGyn is, you asshole. You better
not come back today." She can't belieye she's saying this, but
she's losing control. She could do it all herself. "You'll just
get in my way."
"Uh-huli, well, OK, then I'll see you tomorrow
prob'ly. 'Bye."
Barb works like the old days. She finishes the memo
and the timeline and has everything ready to copy by 5:15.
Damn you're good, she smiles to herself, flying on the rush
of the deadline. Now it's time to come down, though, girl.
She shuts down her PC, and Bryce's, and Danette's, and
that prick s, and gets her coat from the closet; she notices
Danette's still hanging there. Poor kid, she thought, she'll
miss it. She looks up at the clock. 5:35. She can mak(^ the
6:30 meeting at Powderhouse S([uare, no problem. She lets
the door lock behind her as she leaves the em])t\ office. A
phone rings— once, twice, three times, voice mail.
As she exits the building, sIk^ feels the snap ol' die
Februai'y chill on her lace. She steps oiil into die crosswalk,
and a cabbie rolls on dirough widioul slopping. She slams
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a (ist down on his trunk. I)ut \\v is ()l)li\i()us. \()uVe got to be
sortMie. Barl). Tlie day is clone. \ou did good work for them:
now yon lia\ e to do some for yourself She fights the wind
down to Park Street and hoards the Red Line.
She finds a seat since the cit\ has mostly emptied.
She closes her eyes, and tries to control her hreatliing. Slow
down, slow down. At Charles the train slides to a halt, and
she opens her eyes. Across the tracks, she sees Danette stand-
ing on the platform, huddled in her little skirt suit. Damn it!
1 should have been more compassionate, she thinks, should
ha^ e walked her out. The girl'd have her coat, at least. \\ hen
ditl 1 become cold.*^ She gets up from her seat, feet turning
toward the doors just as they close.
A loud yoimg guy on a cell phone engaged in self-
important conversation about unfiltered microbrewed beer
interrupts her regret as the train pulls away. Thwarted, she
tiu'ns and retakes her seat. He flashes a smile that reminds
her of Jason. That little bastard! She'd make him pay. 'See
you tomorrow, prob'lyl' What a fucking w aste of oxygen he
is! The more the man in front of her postidates on the rela-
tive merits of Cascade and Tettnang hops, the stronger her
distaste for Jason becomes, aggravating her resentment for
being abandoned. He pushes his way out at Hanard big
surprise! . still jabbering about hops.
She steps up to the sidewalk at Da\ is: it"s full dark
now and colder away from the cit\. She waits a few minutes
for the 94 bus. but it's nearing 6:15. She can make it just in
time if she walks now. She heads up College Avenue: the
streets are full of young student t\pes. many on phones,
paying attention only to themselves. As she passes through
Tufts Park, she can see the rotary and the lights of Broadw ay.
Corner of Bay State, salvation for the night. Hot coffee and
sympathetic eyes.
She emerges from the park onto Broadway. She sees
the church ahead, tsvo blocks up. past the neon and ersatz
gas lamps. She ducks her head, steps right to avoid a gi^oup
making plans, and swings wide into the doorway to a^ oid
decapitation by gesticulation, her hand finding a handle and
pulling open the door It is warm, smoky, and dimly lit: there
are few inhabitants tonight. Tom Brokaw is mouthing today's
script on the television.
She stops, looking up at the lighted clock— 6:30 on
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tlu' hiilloti. She sighs and slips \\vv hag from licr shoulder,
taking oil" her eoat as she moves toward an emj:)ty stool. A
phone rings -once, twice, three tim(\s, a man answers, "Jack's
Tavern." A newly poured pint glows amher in the pilsner
hacklit under the tap, l)ul)l)les rising to hillow the silk\ foam
crown of a golden parachute.
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I NEXTR LIKED ICE CREAM
MICHASACHILD
B\ Steven Berl^eeo
I never liked ice cream much as a cliild. regardless of
its color. Ice cream was something unreal to me. a texture-
less cold stuff. I didn't think much of the cones and cups.
To mv mind ice cream was a chilling mush, a super-sweet
slow-down, the incessant, atonal musings of that truck. It
was chikh^en throwing down toys and hicycles. e\er\ game
coming to a sudden halt. Ice cream was parents checking
the time imtil dinner, small and hungn eyes jealous for the
colors and swirls of what was in someone else s hand. Ice
creaiu meant that one of us would end up cning.
Sometimes ice cream smelled of the truck s diesel
exliaust. sometimes of the plastic ^^Tappel^ and deep-freeze
frosthite hurn. Sometimes ice cream dripped onto a new
jei^ev and sometimes we got a whipping for dropping it on
the pavement. But it was never our fault. The sun melted the
ice creaiu and made it drip. The sun hlinded us and made
us trip over a stone that wasn't there. I imagined ^^ hat the
siumuer would he like Arithout ice cream, with the cheering
happiness of tag games and tadpole collection, ^^^thout the
hysteria of sugar politicking of parents and insatialile desire
to possess and swallow imnaturally hrilliant colors.
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RECOVERY
By Ingrid Alalia
You really cannot complain. Yon have a benign
husband and you survived the malignant cancer. /Mthougl)
youVe remotely considered going to therapy (because there
are still some enduring psychological effects of the hyster-
ectomy), the mere thought of bearing your soul to a stranger
immobilizes you. Not to mention acknowledging that what
happened three years ago is still very much in the present
tense.
Tim works long hours so that you can dedicate your-
self to your writing. Yet, you have not been able to shape one
word of the novel you aptly entitled Caustic Causes. You con-
sume a significant amount of white wine everyday instead
of writing, in lieu of therapy. Roaming from room to room,
you sip distillates from Southern Australia or Italy or France,
wondering how you could possibly blame him for your in-
ability to create.
When you were diagnosed with ovarian cancer, Tim
wept openly in the doctor's office. Other than this image
of him on D-day (what you most commonly refer to as the
day of yom* diagnosis), all you draw is a blank from this va-
cancy in your mind -space. When you finally manage, some
indeterminate number of days later, to review the informa-
tion packet on your upcoming procedure, the term ''hyster-
ectomy" strikes you as odd. Ectomy you luiderstand as the
removal part, but its hyster prefix is more elusive. You come
to the conclusion that it must be short for hysterical— the
doctors will remove your hysterical organs— but are they
hysterical in the frantic sense or in a side-splittingly fiuuiy
way .f' \ou cannot remember the last time you felt either
Tim takes a month off from work to niu^se you l)ack
to health after the siu*gerv. His office staff regularly sends
exquisite floral arrangements and gourmet fruit Ixiskets to
your home. \ou lie on the bed and watch as the bright. li\ eh
flowers droop, dry and fall to the floor; the gloss\ fruit lurns
brown and moldy before you will allow hiui to remo\e the
baskets from the bedroom. The smell of death clings to the
cloth wallpa])(M' and you w ra}) yourself up in it.
'^9
\ouv stomach, no longx^r propped up by what you
ihoui^ht wvvc perinaiieiit i(\si(leiits of the lower level, falls
slack aiitl useless. Tim clocks his best to encourage your
recuperation with comfort foods, sustenance for an aching
soul. \et, hunger seems to be a thing of the past, as well
as your cra^ ings for all things sweet. As the box of Belgian
chocolates sits forsaken on the nightstand and your calls for
nourishment continue to decrease, Tim turns his attention
to your other senses. He entices you into hot baths, adding
healing oils and scented bubbles to the water. Massaging
your back, your feet, your neck and temples, he tries desper-
ately to bring feeling back into your flesh. His fen ent atten-
tions appear a tad hysterical to you.
\ou stare down there as you soak in the tub, at the
site of such drastic absence, and ponder the reorganization
of your internal organs.
"\\ ill there l^e a hostile takeover?" you abruptly ask
Tim.
"At the office?" he inquires, pausing on his way to
retrieve the small box of Epsom salts from the medicine
cabinet.
"Not at yours, in mine," you say, pointing at the area
just above the flaming red scar on your abdomen.
\our unsettling queries are often offered up to Time
as matters that only He can tell. Staring night after night at
the blinking blue lights on your digital alarm clock, you find
Him exceedingly uncommunicative.
Your family and friends come to call often in the
beginning. They gingerly sit on the edge of the bed and tell
stories of women who make complete reco^ cries, those who
move on after their operations. Your mother is appalled when
during one of her visits you recklessly pull down the flannel
sheet and expose your wound; scary black threads crisscross
a red-raw^ slice hedging your incumbent pubic stubble. The
train track effect is ^ cry con^ incing, from all sides.
You study her reaction in order to appraise your
o^\Ti— there is a wobbling of the chin before it falls satisfac-
torily ajar, accompanied by a sharp intake of air. \ou are less
prone to these displays as the weeks pass, ine^ itably settling
into the situation, absently nodding as your guests finish
their heartfelt yet prepared speeches, dutifully returning to
their cars and hastily driving away \ou can't. So stay.
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You take the lioniione re|)la('ern(Mil pills twice every
day those first six months. When 1 irn star'ls talkin^^ adop-
tion and other options, you hegin lo forget, h is around this
same time that he nervously reaches across the hed and lays
his warm hand upon your hreast. You do not move at first,
cannot for the life of you recall the proper res})onse. Had
you done it before? This apparently unfamiliar act. Foreign
bodies. Yours as much as his. Only when the hand silently
withdraws, does its faint echo remind you.
The following afternoon, after another unsuccess-
ful attempt at writing, at giving voice and form to formless-
ness, you throw the pills into the trash compactor and move
yourself into the spare bedroom. Spare. Exactly, you think.
When you tell Tim what you have come to, he is visibly
crushed, perceptibly confoiuided. Only Time can tell, you
say
Just the other day you notice a long, thick hair
sprouting from yoiu^ chin. You do not cut it off; it tells the
stor)^ of depleted female hormones, bereft of the organs that
once produced them. The hysterical organs that made you
a woman. They offered you monthly reminders of your sex;
dripping bloody clots of liverous tissue. Paradoxical mes-
sages written in red.
You can no longer recall what stopped you from
having children before the cancer, but now that you never
will, their impossible lives loom over you. Insatiable spirits,
they follow you around the house, nagging at you to ]:>lav
with them, seeking all your energy and attention. It is they
who make you desert Tim, coveting the intimacy you once
reseiTcd for him. Their insidostantial hands lu'ge you into
the wine cellar, compel you to drink until yoiu* head spins
in oxymoronic imagery: barren motherhood, diseased affec-
tion, teeming emptiness.
\ou are sometimes shocked at how you arri\ed at
this place, more often not. The complications are ultimately
uncomplicated. \oii are pleased that you ne\ er utter the cut-
ting words or shout the foul language that still rises from the
pit of yoiu' gut. Tim slowly slips a\\ay. \ou are comforted
when, after awhile, he simply lets go altogether, (piits tr\ing
to get back in. \ou stoj) hating him.
\ou in yoiu' room. Tim in his.
"^ou consider this moy ing on. \ complete rec(n er\.
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I ntil I he dav. \ou sit (juietlv in the eorner l)ooth
of the Mdnddiiii House, awaiting the pineapple pieces and
lortune cookie that complete your weekly shopping routine.
The spiciness of the General Tso's chicken is soothed by the
sweetness of the marinated fruit. Your waiter, upon arriving
with the small dessert plate, informs you that in gratitude
for your steadfast [)atronage, they have included a Chinese
delicacy, the litchi, as a small token of their apj^reciation. He
places the plate in front of you, bends politely, and vanishes
into the recesses of the restaurant.
Yoiu' eyes rest some moments on the novel arrange-
ment, hi the center of the dish is a delicate mound of the
familiar yellow^ cubes. At either side of this nucleus a white
flesh- like protuberance, the litchi nut, has been precisely
[)laced. The two oval sacks possess tinges of pink where
their piths were evidently removed. The traditional fortune
cookie is nestled at the base of this assemblv; its ends point-
ing downward, h looks like a frown when not considered in
relation to the other items on your plate. An opening when
taken as part of the w hole the entrance into the female re-
productive system: pineapple uterus, squishy litchi ovaries,
and vaginal walls with a cookie crunch. \ou have just been
sened.
hi silence you reach into your pocketbook, pull out
a tvventv - dollar- bill and watch as it falls to rest on top of the
scathing silhouette. Your departure cannot be classified as
delicate. \oii lurch awkwardly from the booth and out the
glass doors. L nfortunately, you do not get very far. Yowy
stomach heaves twice before propelling its lunch onto the
pitch of the })arking lot. A mushroom cloud of sour steam
billow s into the cold air, clutching at the ends of your dan-
gling hair. Cresting the wave of nausea, you hesitantly raise
your head. A mother, protectively restraining her inquisitive
five-year-old, suspiciously regards you. You run.
Headlong. Recklessly. Until harsh concrete turns
to grass and bowed branches supplant accusing streetlamps.
Past berry-bearing shrubs, through barbed thickets. Finally
flanking a golf course, hs rolling, manicured knolls and
green-carpeted hills beckon you in. A deserted landscape
in the dwindling sun, in the bitter autumn breeze. Barren
yet fertile grounds abound. A flooding of kinship surges up
from the austere space below yoiu' belt and forces you dow n
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onto your knees. Pointed [)iiie needles and frozen maple
leaves, seallered In the sharp winds, shatter under' the |)res-
sure. Their hreaking invites youi' own. Tears soon (oi'in and
fall over the meniseus of your lower lids, leaving a damp trail
down your eheeks as you lean fomard, yet elos(»r, in commu-
nion with the liardened earth. You tm-n yoiu' head and press
a burning ear against the frozen ground to hear some sound,
to feel a pulse other than your own thrashing rhythms.
Removing your coat in the hallway and forcing it into
the over-crowded closet, you hear a small snapping sound.
\ou tentatively reach into one of the pockets anxl draw out a
broken fortune cookie. You stare at it in your palm. A paper
message peeks out. Carrying the pieces cautiously to the
kitchen table, you question its presence here. You determine
that it must be a cookie from a previous lunch. There is no
way you took the one you were served today. Unsettling im-
ages flood your heavy head.
You pour yourself a glass of wine. A second is quick
to follow. It is not long before you find yourself standing
outside Tim's bedroom door, cookie crumbs falling from in
between your clenched fingers. You step inside. Gingerly sit
on the edge of the bed, the one that you used to share. The
blue glow of the digital clock illuminates a trembling hand.
Time is telling you.
Opening yoiu- fist over the nightstand, you release
the crumpled sliver of paper and the remaining fragments
of its cookie house. It could be an important message, pos-
sibly a life -altering commimique. The Chinese are veiy wise,
they say. You un-wrinkle it and read: Let a smile be your
umbrella.
The giggle rises slowly from the pit of your gut, gain-
ing speed and gathering meaning on its way up, ultimatelv
propelling you backward onto the un-made bed in a fit of
laughter, clutching at your aching side, smacked silly by such
ridiculousness.
After some time, you step out of your worn clothing
and climb back into yoiu^ husbarurs bed. You bui'y your face
in the pillows, inhaling a scent once so familiar to you. You
had forgotten it. Ignored it. Resisted.
Your pain and his. And the fears. Of death at first.
Soon after, life.
Settling dee|)er into the soft Ixulding and gathering
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the FeatluM' coiiiforter around vour tingling flesh, yon hsten
earefnlh to the sounds of your house. The rliytliniic tiek-tick
ol' tlie elock, tlie subterranean purr of an aneient boiler, the
hushed trickle from the leaky bathroom faucet. In the midst
of all this, something more. \ou are cjuite pleased when fi-
nally you are al)le to distinguish it. The unmistakable beat-
ing of yoiu' own hysterical heart.
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SPIDERS
By Max ( Jiithe
For mv sixteenth i)irthday my rnotlier gave me one
ticket for a baseball game between the Cleveland Spiders
and the New York Yankees. It was going to be August 16,
1930— some day. I would go to watch Ray Chapman, a right-
handed second baseman, dressed all in wool, and so close to
me. He would finally take form after years of existing solely
for a little over two hours each summer afternoon in the so-
lipsistic universe of my black wood radio. Maybe he would
hit a triple for me and 1 would cheer, and he would tip his
cap in my direction to thank me, only me, the boy who loved
him and the only one in the I)allpark. I knew eveiything
about him. 1 probably still do. He liked to drag a bunt when
his team was ahead by more than three. He hit his glove
twice between pitches. He pulled the ball against left-hand-
ers. He was alive.
"Now, it may rain, so don't get your hopes up about
seeing him.''
It was a one o'clock start. I walked over to Donny's
and sat alone on his electric blue stools and ate a roast beef
sandwich ^vith mayonnaise and drank two bottles of coke.
When he asked me if I wanted a third, 1 told him that I had
someone to see.
"Then that'll be eight} -six cents and 1 hope she's
prettv."
The ballpark was still empty' at eleven in the morn-
ing but the city was overfilled with its own self Old ])eople
wandered through downtown after finding another reason,
or the same one they always found, for getting out of bed
in the morning. Once outside, though, they seemed to have
forgotten it. Adults at thcii* jol)s, or on their knees begging
for one, waiting for the day when they will have to do neither.
Kids, both yoimger and older than 1 was, cclebi-ated summer
vacation's final lap on l)icycles and front stoops. Phis was
my town, my city the home of the Spiders. Those wcvv mv
people, crawling blindly ihi'ougli th(^ tuinicl of ihcir li\(^s.
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wailing' loi' sonu^ sorl of" lii^iit lo appeal". \ \\c gates opened
l()ii(ll\ heliiiid me and I was the first one in niy seat. 1 was
sixteen u^ai's old thai day. \ \\c sun reflected over[)earingly
oiX of hillhoai'ds and the |)i'istine white hases. Some
\ankees wcvc sti-(iehing tlieir legs on the green geometry of
Spider Mcdd. h was a \ery hazy August day. The first head
of sweat fell into my eye. The glare off of the shaving cream
adxcrtisement was painful. 1 was going to have trouhle see-
ing properly.
I was strangled hv cigar smoke when he came up in
the hottom of the second inning. 1 stood silently, waiting
for a triple, and 1 watched him strike out on three pitches.
W hile in the field in tlie top of the third, he tapped his glove
tvventy-two times.
It smelled like low tide on the field. The gray heat
made the players sluggish —slower than they moved inside
of my radio. In there, you could harely see them they moved
so fast. There was no end to the sweat covering their faces,
gathering aromid their caps and collars, and turning the dirt
on their pants to a solemn hrown and a gray mud. The same
hall was used for tlie first four and a half innings and the
white orh hecame the same dense ashen color of the sky.
In the hottom of that inning, Ray Chapman came up
with a three-to-notliing lead. I wiped away the cigar smoke
like dust on a tahle. 1 told the fat smoking man next to me
that Ray was going to hunt.
''Yeah right, kid.''
I put my hand in my pocket. I was ready. The first
pitch was a hall one spitter. It started at Ray's elhows and
hit the plate hefore it crossed. The pitcher stepped off of
the momid and removed his cap. He spit into his hand and
it shimmered througli all the haze like the first sperm that
started the world rotating. Ray tapped the bat on his foot.
The spithall w as a terribly difficult pitch to l)imt, let alone hit
at all. I wanted to take back what I told the smoking man, to
change seats and begin all over again, but I could not move.
The impossibilitv of the past and the inevitabilitv of the fu-
ture can do that to a boy. The \ankees' catcher spread four
fingers out and bumped them against his inner thigh. Ray
didn't show bunt and the ball sailed passed the catcher, over
even the umpire's head, and hit the backstop with a shallow.
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iiieaningloss tiiud.
Four fingrrs.
Inner tliigii.
Ray squatted a little lower— this ^^()ul(l he it hnl
the hall hit the dirt again l)ef'ore it even eanie near to his
bat. Surely, no pitcher was ever foolish (Miough to throw a
spitball with three balls and no strikes. My hand was ready.
I was ready. I looked at the smoking man. He was rubbing
the bain arms of the peanut girl.
Three and zero. Just to say them is enough. e\en
now. The ]>itcher spit heavily into his hand again, rubbed
it all over the baseball. The color of the sky was gray— like
ashes.
"Look out, Ray," I said.
Ray Chapman looked at me then. He saw me. As
he stepped out of the batter's box to take some pretentious
practice swings, our eyes collided. He ])laeed the bat on his
shoulder and turned towards the plate again, but before he
stepped back in he faced me— I was frozen— and tipped his
cap to me.
"Sit down, kid," the smoking man told me.
The catcher threw his four fingers forcefully down
and against himself The ball left the pitcher's hand slowly.
It seemed as though I had time to absorb everything and
absolve nothing: the static sky, the smoking man knocking
over his beer as he pulled the peanut girl to his lap, the first
base coach leaning his hands on his knees; the sound came
dreamily. The fish store of the field— all that waiting and it
was all over; that soiuid; that lifetime in one ])itch; that natu-
ral sound.
Ra\ Cha{)man*s body spun completely aroiuid and
rose in the air as if it were performing the most ancient
dance. He landed on his head. His bat rolled into the Spi-
ders' dugout and reverberated on the pavement throughout
the silent ballpark. Everyone else stood up.
No one came out to help him. I don't think that
he even moved when the l)all shot straight towards his face,
save for the slight shift of his head. His eyes met mine again
in that moment. There was no moment of recognition.
The spitball snapj)ed the bone beside his eye socket and
prevented him from hearing me whisj)er—
"Don't gel up. I\ay. Don't get up. Don't g(M up."
17
But he (lid.
l\av ( Jiapiuaii got to iiis feet awkwardly and instinc-
tively hogan to \\alk towards first base. The crowd hesitantly
applauded t^^ice. once for each step he took. Tlien he fell
again, collapsed really. This time he did not get up. The um-
pire called for some players to take him away; and they did,
and Spiders carried his body into centerfield. It was there
that Ray Chapman died on August sixteenth, beneath the sky
of ashes in downtown Cleveland, leaving me with nothing
but a ticket stub and my uncle's gun in my back pocket.
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GIVE IT THE GAS
Bv Eric Brown
I was lying on the cot in the sleeping |)orcli, listening
to the rain fall on the roof, when I heard footsteps approaefi.
Now the thuda. thuda of the roof rain was mixed with the
clomp of brogans on wood. "Time to hit the road," Cramps
bellowed. He filled the doorway in front of me, tucking his
shirt in. ''Do you need to go to the tarlet.^" I nodded aiifl
stood up. "Well come on then, we're killing daylight."
"How can we kill daylight if it's raining," I said, fol-
lowing him down the hall.
"It's still daylight," he said. "How do you think vou
can see.^"
"1 can't see. Fm blind," 1 said, closing my eyes and
holding my arms out in front of me.
"No\\ that's a darned shame," Gramps said, steering
me into the bathroom. "Don't fall in!"
Outside, we walked to the garage on pink stepping
stones that were fringed with wet grass. Rainwater dribbled
over the edge of the stucco bird fountain.
"Get the lead out," Gramps said, holding the car
door open. "You're as slow as a first grader."
"I'm in second grade," I corrected, jumping off the
big log to go tumbling in the grass. Then I had to jimip
again.
I jumped onto the front seat of the station w agon and
slammed the door, loving the deep heaviness of the sound.
"Give it the gas," Gramps ordered, and as 1 pushed hard on
the cigarette lighter, the car's engine rumbled to life.
Humb! Swish! Himib! Swish! The wipers cleared
the windshield, but only for a moment before the view dis-
solved into a rainy smudge. \\ ith another swish, 1 coidd
see the road, but then it disappeared. In the next moment,
everything was clear again. When we stopp(Ml at the corner,
ready to turn, the car went Humb! Sw ish! ( ^lick. click, cHck,
Humb!
"Looks like we've got a Alesserschmitt on oui" tail."
Gramps said, eyeing the rear vie^\ mirror. "Better hit him
with our twent\ -millimeter."
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"l\()^(Mv" I said, and puncluMl a radio hiillon. ""Got
him!"
shooliiT" he said. "Now it's lime to i*rf\i(d."
Wo (h'o\(' ii|) lo a hanking window and Gramps
leaned oxcv to speak slowly into the mierophone. his xoiee
lull and nasal, as if he \vere munching and swallowing each
woi'd. riie scratchy yoice that came l)ack didn't sound like
it helonged to the |)i'etty lady inside. A metal drawer S])rang
out from the huilding toward us and Gramps put some pa-
pers in and slioyed it hack in. The rain w ater poured off the
sides of the overhang around us, and it seemed like we were
in a room that had walls made of water. The hox popped
out again, and Gramps remoyed a handful of bills. "Look,"
(ji'am|)s said and ])ulled a red su(^ker from the box and hand-
ed it to me. The lad\ l)ehind the glass smiled and wayed, and
I waved back. As we pulled away, a man came up behind her
and she stopj)ed smiling.
We dro\e downtown, listening to some nmsic. The
news came on, and a man was talking about the war in Viet-
nam and how one thousand seyen hiuidred and forty two
had died. "Bunch of damned idiots," Gramps said, and 1 was
going to ask him who he meant, but then 1 saw a mutt walk-
ing down the sidewalk. He didn't seem to care about the rain
and he stopped to paw at something in the gutter.
We parked in front of a hardw are store and Gramps
went in. From where I sat 1 could see him through the glass
door, talking to a clerk w ho was w earing a dirty apron. W hen
Gramps disappeared from yiew^ 1 felt lonely and a bit cold. It
was sad looking at the emj)tv old warehouses with the rain
on them. Wet peo|)le hurried down the slanting street car-
rying umbrellas, tiying to catch a bus. The bus started off
w ithout them and one of the men yelled a swear word. The
bus stopped to let them on and then droye away behind a
white cloud of exhaust. 1 looked the other way and saw a
dark-skinned man walking down the street toward me. His
shoulders w ere hunched and his hands w ere stuffed into his
pockets. He turned to look at me, his eyes narrowing. He
looked like a man I had just seen on TV diu^ng the riots, a
man wlio was throwing a rock through a window. Maybe it
was the same man and he had seen me back through the TV.
I was afraid for a second, but then he cracked a sideways
smile at me, and he pulled his hands from his pocket and
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contiiiiKMl \\alkiii^ (low n llic sit'ccl.
Gramps ciuiw hack vvitli a vv(M ha^^ full of parts, and
we drove to the art gallery. As we st()|)ped at a li^dit, I saw
a hearded man with liaii* down to his shoulders, lie wore
a neeklaee and his eoat had frin^^e on it. "Look!" I said to
Gram| )s. "A cow I )()> !"
"Nope, that's a hi|)|jie!" (^ramps said, as we drove
on.
"\\ hat's a hippi(\'^" 1 asked, turning around to wateh
the man as he erossed (he street.
"It's a himi w ho likes flowers, ' he said. I sort of knew
what a bum was, but I didn't see that this one had any flow -
ers. I was going to ask Cramps another question about the
hippie, but now he was eomplaining about the traffic, so I
left liim alone.
We parked near the art gallery, and hurried through
the rain past a l)ig statue of a naked man w itli his fist under
his chin. Gramps said it was called The ^fh inker and that he
was trying to remember where he left liis clothes. Inside, we
came to a room that had high ceilings and huge paintings
w ith big blocks of bright colors. I liked the |)aintings at first,
but then I got bored and I looked out the window at the wet
courtyard. A black bird sat on a statue of a girl who was star-
ing at her feet.
Later, we walked down marble halls |)ast old |)aint-
ings and the voices from down the hall echoed so that they
sounded kind of shifty. As Gramps walked on ahead. 1
stopped to look at a dark painting of a naked lad\ with an-
gels at her feet. She was squeezing one of her boobies and
some juice shot all the way across the painting and into the
mouth of a bain on the other side. "God," I said, trying to
figure out how she could do that and why she would ^vant
to. I heard a grunt and turned to see a gray-haired guard a
few feet behind me giy ing me the hairy eyeball. I huri ied to
catcli up with Gramps.
Farther down the hall wc came to my fa\oritc |)art:
the red telephones. 1 picked up a phone and a lad\ lalk(Ml to
me. I put it down and then ])ick(Ml it up again and tlie same
lady kept talking, as if] had ne\ er sto|)|)e(l listening. I won-
dered what would happen if I talked hack, but 1 was alVaid
she might answer, so I didn't sa\ a word.
Afterward, w(* droxe to tlie lil)i-ai\ where I luslied
()\(M- lo (he kids" scclioii. The librarian st()|)))e(l nie with her
loii^ painted Hn^^XM-nails. She grabbed mv slioiilders and
h^aned o\rv to look me in the eyes. "Slow down." she said
softly and slow h. her mouth o])ening wide so I eould see her
tonsils.
I nodded (|uiekly and then walked slowly over to the
picture books. I opened a l)ook about World War II airplanes
and put my nose dee]) into the spine and sniffed. It smelled
niee. and the pictures looked good, with brightly colored
I
)lanes flying through blue skies.
After aw bile. Cramps sat down next to me. "W hat do
you have there he asked in a soft libran voice.
"Planes," I said. As I turned the pages Cramps said
a little bit about each j^lane.
"Flying Fortress," he said, nodding. "That's one
tough bomber; you couldn't shoot through that." Then I
turned the ])age again, this time to a skinny plane with long
wings. "Reconnaissance plane," he said in a ragged voice,
like he needed a glass of water. "Scouts out the enemy."
Cramps stared at the picture and his mouth and
nose were mixed up in a kind of sneer. He placed his hands
on his knees, like he needed to use his arms to keep the top
part of his body from falling over.
"W hat s wrong. Cramps.^" I asked.
"Nothing," he said, taking a deep breath and letting
it out. Then he looked at me the way the big kids do when
they size up players to choose for their team. "Can you keep
a secret."^"
"Sure." I said, though from the broken look on his
face I wasn t so sure I wanted to hear his secret. He gave me
a little nod and looked off down an aisle of books.
"Back in Italy during the war. I was in charge of
fueling a plane just like that," he said. "You know, there's a
certain kind of oxygen to breathe and there's another kind to
mix in the fuel. . ." He paused and took a big sniff like he had
a cold. "W ell, I guess I got them mixed up." Cramps pressed
his lips together, as if something hurt inside. I saw^ that his
eyes were waterv, and then it hit me that he was making the
face so that he wouldn't cn. "Three of my buddies died in
the crash, and it was all my fault."
Cramps stared across the libran, his face still hold-
ing in his tears. I didn't know what to say and I thought I
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rniglit start crying myself. 1 just wanted to be out of there,
a\yay from (jramps and his Jiorrihie face. He woulchi't haye
told the story if 1 hadiTt picked up the hook. Why did I
open this stupid book.^^ 1 closed the hook, and it dropped
to the floor. "Fm sorr>, Gram|)s," 1 said and coyered my eyes
^yitll my hands to try to keep tlie tears back in. But the tears
slipped out the sides and dripped doyvn my cheeks.
Gramps put his arm around me. ''You've got noth-
ing to be sorry about," he said, then cleared his throat. "I'm
the one yv^ho's sorry." I looked up and sayv that his face had
begmi to relax noyv. Only a sad smile yvas left. ''1 made a big
mistake, but there's not much I can do about it," he said. ''All
I can do is try hard not to make any other big mistakes. Tye
done pretty good so far."
I yviped my eyes yvith the bottom of my shirt and I
looked up into his eyes, yv^hich yvere almost back to normal.
I kneyv that he yv^as telling the truth. I looked around to see
if any of the other kids had seen me ciying, but nobody had
noticed me. I looked at a boy y^^ho was reading a dinosaur
book. He was probably a year older than me, but I knew that
he had never heard the sort of stoiy I had just heard. If he
had, his face would have looked different, the way I imagined
my face looked now.
Gramps stood up and I could hear a little creaking
sound from inside his bones. "Okay, then, did you want to
check out a book.^" he asked.
'1 don't think so," I said. "Not today."
Outside, the rain had stopped and the sun started
to shine from behind a messy break-up of clouds. "Time to
retiu'n to base," Gramps said. "Give her the gas." I pressed
the cigarette lighter and the car started. The car was hot
now, and we drove with the windows down and our elbows
sticking out.
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CLUB TANGIBLE
Bv l']\aii Siciii'anza
( ^liil) raugihlc is [\w l)esl. No niiiss, no fuss. Here,
e\eryoiie is |)(M'f'eet aiifl dances alone.
The most |)()|)ulai' dance is the Body Builder; we
pose and (lex all night long to songs by bands like Muscle
Head or Tbe Triceps Connection.
We are beautiful, glistening girls and boys in silver
underwear, wet with oil and anticipation. We are immacu-
late, marl) led by circling ligbts of blue and w hite.
[Enormous television sets play programs on cardio-
vascular exercises, advanced training tapes detailing bow to
s([uat. how to lift, bow to sculj)t tbe body and make it grow
wings.
Mirrors l)eliin(l the bar reflect an assortment of
figures in motion, saturated and made new in stimning
Technicolor— tbe pigments of j^rivate acts, over-exposed and
ripening, already baUway to rot.
in glass cases along tbe wall: human specimens on
display.
On Satm'days. the clul) is an inferno. Gas jets sprout
flames from walls and floor. Tbe dancers shave their bodies,
all exce})t tbe Shaggies, for wIk^ui the smell of singed hair is
an aphrodisiac.
bi tbe front room a man named Paid is sweating, and
bis sweat is like honey. He tastes it on his lips; it is tbick and
sweet. He orders a drink, a "lipstick wbistler." He is pale, tall,
and tootbpick thin, and be stands by tbe bar
W ben bis drink arriv es, be takes it between tbe |)ads
of bis thumb and forefinger and sips at it gently. He milks
it with his lips, coating his teeth, curling his tongue. He is a
Mouth Boy.
His face grows flush, blooming with red smudges.
Tbis is a drink wliich makes the li])s swell and all words
come out soft and round.
hi this state, speaking is an act of forcjilay.
Paul looks for someone to talk to. His sensitive
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uioiilli (leiiiaiuls the laclilc pleasure ol" plosives, the teasing
|)UiT of rand ///, the posleoilal sir'oke of" lender novncIs. His
inoulli is ill heat for eoiiversation.
\\ illiam is in a corner. He is a Muscle Man, all neck
and arms and legs twitching Ukc eels, slip[)erv and strong.
His hody burns for niolioii.
William crouches and tenses. He feels the sli-airi as
a white heat, coursing through him like a drug.
For him, the muscles are lyrical. He pulses with son-
nets and madrigals.
William needs to perform.
Soon, Paul will approach William. Paul will speak,
the words tasting like salt and wine and flame. William will
grunt, his body contracting and releasing in a violent lan-
guage of its own.
William will take Paul back to his place on the river-
side, William's rusted houseboat sunk in mud. The river will
be dark and wide, its water cold and consuming.
William will recite poetiy with his body, limbs twist-
ing in obscene verse. Paul will translate.
The words will cause him to treinl)le. He will paw at
them, nibble them, bite, suck, and fuck them. Paul will shake
in climax on the floor.
William's muscles will revel in motion. He will grow
excited and expand and be glorious in hyper-tension.
The night will be endless; the dawn will never come.
The river will rise, the water will have hands reaching even -
where.
W illiam 's muscles will grow and the stress will break
them. They will burst like balloons.
And Paid, his skin will be like paper and the words
will cover him in blackness, sniolhei* him. lie \\'\ll suffocate
in ecstatic spasms. He will dissipale. nullified l)\ his own
voice.
There will be iiotliing left of him but his lips, [ hex
will be huge, engorged by all ihe blood of broken life.
William, weakU. with I he last of his sti-cni^di. will
take th(^ lips in his arms and cai i-\ ihem outside.
will throw the lips into the v'wev ^\here tiiev will
hoi) on the wa\(\s like iiiUatahle pool toys, picked at hv gulls
and pig(M)iis.
riuMi William will e()lla])se in the mud. The water
will e()\(M' him and he will he extinguishefl.
Baek at CluhTangihle. the gas jets w ill explode, send-
ing w a^ es of" flame across the dance floor.
The hair w ill l^iirn off the Shaggies; the floor w ill he
dusted w ith ash. The undenvear will hurn off the Muscle
Men; their muscles will throh and expand, will shine like
golden hullets. The lips w ill hurn off the Mouth Boys and
w ilt like old flowers.
Nothing will he left hut l^odies. The hodies will he
pure. The hodies w ill he gods. The hodies w ill dance, and
the music w ill he forgotten, and the hodies w ill continue to
dance.
At last, the hodies will also hurn. The fire will take
them and they will be flaming, perfect siuis. They w ill be
meat. They w ill hiu-n as only hodies hurn. w ith that peculiar
exliilaration.
The glass cases w ill hurst, the specimens w ill he rag-
ing w orks of art.
As 1 biu'n. 1 Avill think of Paul and \\ illiam and of
dangerous dances and the wages of love, my thoughts as
clear as the sign on the wall that says:
Club Tangible is closed. Club Tangible w ins.
Satiu-da\ is over.
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A SUBSTANTIAL DISPI TE:
SPINOZA LEI15NIZ
By lllian Zcvhckog^lu
One can only imagine the eoriversatioiial content
of Leibniz's four day encounlei' vvilli S|)inoza in the winter
of 1676. hi a letter to Ai'iiauld vvi'illeii twelve \ears later,
Leibniz says of Spinoza that 'iie is full of fantasies, and his
so called demonstrations in 'Of God' don't even look like
proofs" (Leibniz 136). Though the tyvo men belong, with
Descartes, to the 'Rationalist' tradition— the breed of |)hi-
losophy which maintains that human reason is both ca|)al)Ie
and competent of arriying at the fundamental truths which
constitute the nature of reality (i.e. the metaphysical un-
derpinnings of the uniyerse) — their theories indeed differ
sidjstantially. Perhaps one clue as to why this is the case is
that Spinoza and Leibniz approach the task of conducting
a metaphysical inquiry in different sorts of ways. Spinoza,
following Descartes, thought that the best way to discoyer
the true natm^e of reality was to first make a clean break
from tlie j)hilosophy of the past. If we begin from princi])les
that are clearly and distinctly true, and do not postulate any
which are not, we may by reason deriye from these principles
fmther truths alnnit the nature of reality.' This technique
underlies the geometrical method which Spinoza employs
\\\ Ethics. Leibniz, on the other hand, regularly borrows not
only from Spinoza and Descartes, but from the Scholastics
as well. His was an attempt to reconcile the new science
which was grounded in mechanics, with that of the Scho-
lastics, who posited teleological principles as the foundation
of natural substances. For Leibniz, the world of |)h\ sics is
describable in terms of efficient or mechanical causes; the
world of substances, howeyer, is goyerned by final causes: it
was a mistake on the part of the Scholastics to ascribe these
latter sorts of causes to the domain of natm^al science phe-
nomena for Leil)niz).
Spinoza posits that oidy one substance, infinite
sul)stance, yiz., God, exists and exists necessarily. Needless
to sa\, Spinoza rejects the notion tliat final causes gov(M'n
anything, let alone substance, \\hich for Spino/a is the iin-
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iiiaiHMil cause ol'all things (Troposilioii 18); i.e. all rhinos are
in ()()<!. The iiifmile iinivcM'se simply is God e\|)i-(\sse(l in an
inlinile nninher" ol'ways; i.e., he nia\ he e\|)resse(l (ehai'aeter-
ized) as inhnile ihoii^hl or infinite exKMision or* anv other
possihie altrihnte-, hut these are all ehar'acMer-izalions of one
and the same sul)stane(\ Spinoza defhies suhstanee as, 'that
whieh is in itself" and eoneeived through itself',' hut does not
(as Leihniz may s take for granted its e\istene(\ It is not until
Proposition 7 oi' luhics that Ik^ demonstratc^s that existence
belongs to, and moreover is the essence of" suhstanee. Infi-
nit(^ suhstanee alone is dependent upon no other being for
its existence: i.e., it alone is in itself and conceived tlirough
itself and may therefore be called sul)stance. Finite beings
are de|)endent upon infinite substance for their conception,
and therein caiuiot themselves be substances, but rather
modes of substance, since substance is prior to its affections
(S|)inoza, Proposition 1 ). Thus, all substance must be infinite
for S[)inoza, and since according to P5, there cannot exist
two substances of the same nature, two or more beings of
infinite nature coidd not be said to be nimierically distinct.
If this is the case, no substance other than God can pos-
sibly exist, hiterestingly, Leibniz espouses the Spinozistic
view that no two beings can be said to be distinct if they do
not possess some qualitative difference (his Principle of the
Identity of hidiscernibles), but for Leibniz it does not follow
that there exists only one substance, but an infinite number
of substances, all of which are niunerically distinguishable
by virtue of their perceptions.
Substance for Spinoza as for Leibniz is indivisible;
for Spinoza however, it is in virtue of the fact that it is infinite
that it is indivisible. Hence corporeal sid^stance for Spinoza
(i.e., God conceived of imder the attril)ute of extension) is in-
divisible in so far as it is infinite. Leibniz, on the other hand,
especially in his later writings, maintains that the fundamen-
tal beings of \\ hich reality is composed nuist themselves
be simple, i.e. indi\isihle, and thus cannot be corporeal in
nature, since matter according to Leibniz is divisible ad infi-
nitmn. This notion he borrows from Descartes. To say of a
being that it is material or extended is to say that it possesses
length, breadth and depth. Conceptually, any being which
met these requirements, no matter how small, would be di-
visible into parts, e.g. a toj) part and a bottom part, a left part
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aiul a r'iglil pari, etc. Now to speak of sitii|)l(' subslancc is to
speak of" that vvliich is witliout parts iLeil)niz, Proposition
1). Hence it follows that simple substances must l)e non-
material sorts ()(' things, or they would not he sim|)le. "Now,
in that \\ hich has no |)arts, neitlier extension, nor shape nor
divisii^ilit} is possil)le. And so monads are the true atoms of
nature; in a word the elemenis of things" (Leibniz, Proposi-
tion 3).
Spinoza agrees tiiat to speak of that which is divis-
ible is to speak of that which is made up of parts, but he con-
tends that it makes no sense to say of corporeal substance
that it comprises parts (Spinoza, Proposition 15). If it were
composed of parts, it would be possible to remove or destroy
any part which stood on its own. But this is absiuxl: what
coidd it possibly mean to remove or destroy a part of infinite
extension.^ 1 can destroy a table, but in doing so I do not
destroy the corresponding region of space which it occupies,
hifinite extension remains, only now a particular region of
space is qualified differentlv. Leibniz, however, is of the view
that our notions of space and time are merely logical ways in
which our finite minds grasp the relations among things. On
this view; Spinoza is putting the cart before the horse. It is
not the case that the region of space is prior to the table, but
rather we posit the region of space because of the relations
in which the table stands to other objects.^
It is not wholly agreed upon whether the views
w hich dominate Leibniz's metaphysics diu'ing his late career
can be reconciled witli the views he espoused in his earlier
writings. For instance, Leibniz often w^rites as though mat-
ter does in fact exist and is conjoined with form to produce
simple substances. Though matter itself is passive through-
out Leibniz's writings, when form is imposed upon or linked
up with the matter, the result, on one reading of Leibniz's
earlier texts, is a simple substance. This is not the case in his
later monad-dominated philosophv. By the time he wrote
the JJo/iar/o/og-y (1714), so close to his death, Leibniz clearlv
held that monads alone may be called sul)stances ^from the
Greek word inojuis, meaning unit\; oi* that ^^ hich is one , and
that monads lack material properties. There ai-e two |)()ssil)le
ways to account for this: either Leibniz simpK rejecled liis
earlier view in his later writings or he never belie\ed that
there were such things as mat(M'ial substances; such IxMUgs
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ai'(' ()iil\ siihslaiH'cs noiniiiallN. not real siihslanccs. Koticcnt-
l\, 1 am incliiuMi towards ihc lalcr of' these inlcrprrtations,
only in so ("ai" as it is chai'itahlc to Lcihiii/.; i.e., in so far as it
rccoiuMlcs his cafhcr w i'itiii<^"s w ith his later ones.
I do not, howxncr. ascrihe to L(Ml)niz that he is a
pure |)h(Mi()in(Mialist {or at least in th(^ wav that we niav
saN ol Bishoj) Berkele\ that he was a phenoinenalist i. In
B(M'kel(n's uni\ei\se, all that exist are a plurality of minds
and theii' perec^ptions, harmonized hv (jod. On tliis aeeount,
tlun-e exists no mind-inde|)en(lenl reality, huleed Leibniz
ex|)iieitly I'ejcM'ts the idea that this is the ease. For Leil)niz,
all monads are soul-like beings wliieh do not interaet caus-
ally with one another, i.e. they are "windowless." But not ail
soul-like beings are minds for Leibniz, only those monads
w liieh are more a(h aneed may be ealled minds. All monads
have perceptions, or internal states, but in order for it to be
caII(Ml a mind, a monad nmst also have apperception, or re-
llective awareness of its percej)tual states. "Ap|)erception is
not gi^ en to all souls, and is not given to particidar souls all
the tiuu^" Leil)niz 260 . I^Vom this it is clear that monads may
ha\e perceptions w ithout a|)perce|)tion; the Cartesians failed
to draw this distinction. For J)escartes all non-material sub-
stances are minds. Leibniz, on the otluu' hand, |)osits a mind-
independent reality composed of non-physical entities, not
all of w hich can l)e called minds. This is certainly a form of
immaterialism. but it is not quite the sort of ])henomenalism
that is found in Berkeley las some have suggested .
Monads do not interact causally with one another;
rather ''the action of one finite substance on another consists
only in an increase in the degree of its expression combined
w ith a decrease in that of the other, God having formed them
in advance in such a way that they fit together'' (Leibniz
67). In other words, since monads are "w indow less," appar-
ent causalitN amounts to synchronized |)erceptual changes
which take place within respective substances. This exj>lica-
tion of the Leibnizian doctrine of pre-established harmony
is analogous to the Spinozistic doctrine of the incommensu-
rability of modes w hich express different attril)utes of God.
For Spinoza, modes of extension are caused only by other
extended modes, never l)v modes of thought and vice versa.
It is not the case that an act of w ill is the cause of bodily ac-
tion, e.g. the raising of one's arm; rather, the bodily action is
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caused I)n c.^'. some ihmii'.'iI fii'iii^s in the hrniii. an ('xlciidcd
mode wliieli is concoinilanl vvidi some mode ol llioii^dil. an
act of riiese e\(Mils die act of w ill and die neural fif-
ings) are in lael modallN idenlieal for Spinoza i.e., a mode ol
extension simpU is a mode ol ihou^lil expressed dilfer'end\
,
but we caiuiot sa\ diat the mode ol" dioughl caused die mode
of extension since beings uidi dilferent attributes liave noth-
ing in common with one aiiot lier. and thus one cannot be the
cause of the other (Spinoza, Pr'opositions 2 & 3). So the act
of will happens in the realm of thought and the neural firings
in the realm of extension, but the former does not cause the
latter. They are ]:)arallel events with modal identity, but they
are not explainable in terms of one another, only in terms
of tli(^ prior (nciits which took place under their respectiye
attributes.^ Similarly, for Leibniz, the perceptual states of
monads may change in such a way that it would ap|)ear that
one is the cause of the other, when in fact there is no causal
interaction whatever between them. Perceptual changes
within monads are caused In a predetermined organizing
|)rinciple w it bin the monad, not by monads external to it.
riiough the perceptual changes within monads are
predetermined by a necessary and bencNoleiit (iod, and our
minds thus set on a definite course, Leibniz does not deny
human freedom. We are frec^ \yhen the contran of our action
is conce|)tually possil)le in itsell". Spinoza, on the other hand,
holds that because the universe is determinate, "\\ ill cannot
be called a free cause. I)ut only a necessan cause" Spinoza,
Proposition ')2 . Mere it is helpful to draw a distinction
which is relevant both for S|)inoza and for Leibniz bet^yeen
absolute and hv])othetical necessity. To say of a statement
that it is absolutely necessary is to say that its contrary im-
plies a contradiction. To say that it is hypothetically neces-
san, or necessai'x e\ b\ potli(\si, is to say that it is not logically,
but accidentallx llie case. i.e. it could ha\e been otherw is(\ "1
say that what ha])pens in accordance with its antecedents is
dc^finite. but it is not necessarx : i I" anyone did the contrar\. he
would not l)e doing anxlliiiig impossible in ilself. although
it is (ex hypothesis impossible that it sliould lia|)p(Mi... but
notbiiig is necessai'\ if ils ()p|)(»sile is possible" iLcibniz ()5 .
Leibniz sa\s dial an aclion is free il' il is ibe case that acting
otherwise would not in\ol\e a logical contradiction. W bat is
odd about tliis is tbat be sa\s it is definite that we musi act
!)|
in a certain \\a\. riiis is crrtainly not a conventional notion
onVo(Ml()ni. Koi- S[)inoza, the universe is a deterniinate one
wlierel'roni all things follow of necessity (alheit hypothetical
necessity \n Ikmc human heings are concerned). But the fact
that we act of necessity ex hy|)()th(\si is enough to sav that
we are not free for Spinoza. The (juestion l)econies: is there
any difference hetween Spinoza and Leihniz here other than
what they choose to call hypothetically necessan actions.^
Spinoza says that they are determined, Leihniz that thev are
free; but it seems that Spinoza's choice of language makes
his theory the more conceptually satisfying of the two.
Leibniz's in-esse principle states that all predicates
are contained in a sid:)ject eternally. God forms each individ-
ual monad such that its predicates, i.e. its built in perceptual
states, will allow it to participate in, i.e., conform to, a world
that is the best possible. "So the subject term must always
involve that of the predicate, in such a way that anyone who
understood the subject notion perfectly would also see the
predicate belongs to it... [this would] allow the deduction of,
all the predicates of the subject to which that notion is at-
tributed" (Leibniz 59-60). If this is the case, it seems strange
to say that w e are free. If all perceptual states which belong
to monads are eternally determined, such that complete
knowledge of any one would involve knowledge of all of
its internal states past, present and future, it would seem
that any state contran to those wliich it comprises would
contradict its essence, much like squareness contradicts the
essence of a circle. I feel that by tacitly redefining freedom,
Leibniz is avoiding the problem rather than addressing it. If
w e are to maintain a conventional vie^\ of freedom, it would
appear we are fated to accept Spinoza's determinism.
According to Leibniz, "each substance is like a whole
world, and like a mirror of God, or indeed of the whole
universe, which each one expresses in its own fashion... it
expresses, albeit confusedly, everything which happens in
the universe, past, present and futiu'c, and this has some
resemblance to an infinite perception or luiderstanding"
(Leibniz 61). Each monad is predicated in an infinite num-
ber of ways w hich express its relations to all other monads
past, present and futiu^e, no matter how vague the relation
may be. In this sense the whole universe is in us, which is
contran to Spinoza's claim that we are all in the miiverse. To
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fully grasp the natur'c ofaiiy par-lieu la f monad is I o gr-asp tlie
whole iiiiivers(^ in a partieiilai' way, or' Crorii a pari ieiilar- per'-
spective. This is not eorn|)let(ny vvilhoul shades ol" Sj)inoza,
though at first it may ap])ear to he, for Spinoza too helieved
that the universe may he eoneeived in an infmite nirmher of
ways, under tlie different attrihutes of Cjod. Each of these
attributes is a different way in which one aird the same uni-
verse is conceivable—just as for' Leibniz, to conceive of the
universe from the vantage point of differ-cnt morrads is to
conceive of one and the same universe in diffcrcril \\a\s. hi
both cases, all perspectives are parallel and each is partially
valid in itself, but they are incommensurable. Why this is the
case for Spinoza was explained earlier. In the case of Leibniz,
it is evident from his belief that no two substances can exist
which are qualitatively identical. All substances must there-
fore be predicated in different ways. There are for both men,
an infinite nimiber of ways in which reality can be under-
stood, but none of these on its own gives a full ontology; for
that, it is necessary to know the universe in all ways possible,
and this understanding is in God alone.
1. Tlii^, inclliodolo-N 1.1 ;i ^ival cMciil a (•onNC(|iiciicc ,,l llic en ici-ci ice ol llic new sciciic.' winch,
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WAITING VULTURES
Bv P(M(M \\al
We picked up 'riiokluoi. I lis l()ii<;ii(' was stuck to tlic
I'ool" ol" his inoiilli. His skin was cracked, and l)r()keri in
many |)laces. \o l)l()()(l was oozing from the open j^arts of his
skin. This was very strang(\ To a seven-year-old hoy like me,
this was mmatural. Blood is supposed to flow from a human
hcing if his skin is cut or is separated by any other means,
riiokluoi was alive. Barel\. 1 was mystified. He could not
talk. His jaws were stuck together. He was extremely weak.
And the sun heat down mercilessly on us in Africa's Ajahg-
eer Desert.
We had to put Thokluoi down. \\(^ too were ex-
tremely thirst\ and weak. We did not have the strength to
carr\ him— thin and shrunken as he was. We had not drank
water in many days. W e placed Thokluoi flat on his back on
the scorching sand. We gathered aroiuid him so that the
shadows from our bodies would protect him from the vicious
heat from the sun's rays. The sun— so central to the beliefs
of African people, especially to Nilotic people like me—was
now a deadly enemy. It was now drying up hiuidreds of Su-
danese boys in one of Africa's hottest deserts.
Thokluoi's eyes were bidging. We knew it was the
lack of water that w as killing him. W e w ere so afraid. W e did
not want to look up at the sky. We did not want to see the
vultures that w ere following us. They had been following us
for days. We knew that ^ ultures eat dead bodies both hu-
man and animal.
Thokluoi lay on the sand, l)arely breathing. We
knew he would die. We did not ^^ant the vultures to eat him.
VWis was such a sad and terrible way for an imiocent child
to leave this world. None of this made any sense to us. W e
watched Thokluoi die. We stood around his body for a w hile.
This was the onl\ ritual we knew how to j)erform for our
dead brother who fled with us from our home in southern
Sudan. Slowly, we walked away from his body. It \\ as against
our cultural norms not to l^ury our dead. The Dinka treat the
dead with awe and respect. In this desert, however, we had
to walk away. We were too weak to flig a gra\c deep enough
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to riiokluoi IVoii) llic \ullin'(\s. lie now hclon^^cd lo
{\\vsc liwv^v \)'\\'(\s willi llic iaz()r'-.shar|) beaks. \ \\<:\ would
Ix'i^iii l)v pecking oiil his e\es. I hev would llicn shred Uie
rest of" his hody. We would lose ruor'e of" our hrothers this
way before our more lhaii Iwo-lhousaiid-inile joiu iiey would
be over. Tlie |)aiii on seeing so inan\ die would gel worse.
We would not get aeeustoined to the sight of so much dealh.
The nior-e we saw; the greater was tlie pain. Il is terr ible lhat
death is not something that one can gel used lo.
We marched on weakly in the liej'ce heat— eight
hiindr(Ml boys fleeing across one ofAfrica's hottest deserts to
esca|)e Ai'ab ai*mies w ho were determined to kill all Africans
in Sudan. I thought of my name, hi some mysterious way it
gave me comfort. My name is Matiop Wal. "Matiop" means
''land." "Wal" means ''grass" and "medicine." The images of
water and vegetation that my name creates gave me hope.
Those of us who were not afraid of the bitter taste
of date palm leaves chewed the leaves of these hardy, desert
trees in order to keep our throats moist. If we did not, our
tongues would stick to the roofs of our mouths or the back
of our throats. Our "companions," the vultures, followed
us. Friends in peacetime, they cleared the environment of
carcasses. At terrible times like these when humans were
killing other humans and nothing made sense, vultures were
liorrible reminders that death was our constant companion.
The vultures, it seemed to us, did not know the difference
between stillness and death. They would swoop down the
moment any one lay motionless and try to peck at his eyes.
We had to keep some part of our bodies moving to |)revent
this.
We kept on marching as best we could in oiu^ weak-
ened, hungr}' state. It took us fifteen days to walk across that
desert. We carefully kept time by observing the sunrise and
sunset. We missed home. We missed the lush, green fields of
our village and cattle pastiu^es that we ran away from several
weeks before when Arab armies attacked, killing excryone in
sight. The Arabs also burned down our homes, ^oung boxs
in the fields tending cattle know what the sound of gunfire,
falling bombs, and smoke rising lo the sky means, h means
that you have got to run foryoiu* life. We did that.
Before reacliing the Ajahgeer DescM'l wr had li-ekked
t[nT)Ugli miles of (Umisc jungle. This had its special dangers.
had lo walcli out lor lions. Icopai'ds, ('lo|)liaiUs. cobras,
and olIuM' poisonous snakes.
I he Murilc |)('o[)l{' li\(Ml on [\\c edge of llie desert.
\\\r\ did nol like the sight of almost eight liundred starving,
thii\st\ hovs appi'oaehing their (M)innuinitv. The oldest boy in
our group was thirteen. The l)oys between the ages ofeleven
and thirteen acted as our elders. Tliey were forced to be men
Ix^fon^ they were ready. Rain was [)oiunng in Okelo \\ hen we
arri\(Ml in the town, hnagine liow we felt after fifteen days
in a waterless desert. All eight hundred of us sat under the
trees in a pul)lic sffuare in the town. We could not sj^eak the
language of the Murile pe()|)le. They gathered aroiuid talking
excitedly. We could not understand what they were saying,
but their facial expressions told us that they did not want us
in their town. We spent a night and a day just resting in the
square.
We continued our march in search of freedom and
safetv. Tw o days later we arrived in Ajuara. W e did not know
that such a place and such a people existed. We just hap-
pened to arrive in this area during our march. The children
of the town attacked us— kicking us and calling us bad
names. They were encouraged by the adults. Dogs were en-
couraged to attack us. The Ajuara king finally appeared w ith
his guards and told his subjects to leave us alone. "Shiiy!
Shiiv! ' the people shouted. In their language that means,
"Go! Go!'^
We left the Ajuara community in a hurry. We had to
cross the Ajuara River on ourjourney to Ethiopia a countrs
that we were sure would take us in. The Ethiopians have a
long and glorious history of being kind and hospital^le to the
less fortunate. The Ajuara people refused to lend us their
canoes to cross this wide and dangerous ri\ er Many of us
could not swim, but we had to leave this hostile communitv.
Those who could swim jumped in. I could not swim. Ayuen
Kuei, a twelve -year- old, took my right hand and jimiped into
the water I was terrified. I thought 1 would drown. Ayuen
held me with one hand and swam with the other I do not
know how^ he did it, but he brought me safely to the other
side. Ayuen, I thought, is what an angel looks like. Miracu-
lously, the swimmers took all the non-sw immers safely to the
other side. W e had tied our shirts around oiu' heads in order
to make swimming across the river less dangerous. The more
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cl()tli(\s yoli wear, tlic liarder it is to swim a^^aitisl tlijil slrong
current. The current |)uII(hI I lie sliii'ls ofl'oiu' lieads. We had
to travel nianv hundreds of miles through jungle willi no
shirts. Insects would hite and tear at our skin mercilessly.
It took eight days of traveling llir'oiigh dense )iingle
I)efore we arrived at Pihor. Again, we did nol knov\ there was
such a place. These were just conununities we were encoun-
tering on our way to Ethiopia. By now we were \ei \ afraid
of meeting other people. The Murile, as ihe people of this
part of Africa are called, gathered around us. We thought
this was going to he the end of our lives. It was a strange
sight— several hundred starving hoys squatting at the edge
of the town with the population surrounding us. King Juang
appeared with his guards. I will never forget this king.
Speaking through translators he told us that he would give
us ten hulls as food. He commanded the people around him
to slaughter the bulls and smoke the meat and give it to us.
King Juang told us that he was happy to see us alive and that
we should continue our march to Ethiopia. "I do not know
when the Arabs will attack this town. To be safe, you better
go," he said.
We were relieved to hear the king speak like this.
Later his servants would bring smoked and boiled beef for us
and they wished us a safe joiu^ney to Ethiopia. That was the
last community we were to meet on our sad flight from our
homeland. We were to travel several hiuidred miles again,
with bare feet and without shirts, tln'ough dense jungle.
Leeches would sink their sharp teeth into our skin. We were
bitten constantly by swarms of mosquitoes. The dreaded tse-
tse fly, which gives you sleeping sickness, bit us all during our
travels through the jungle. It has to be that we had a natiu^al
immiuiity against the poison from the tsetse fly.
We finally reached our destination— exhausted,
hungry, dehydrated, alive.
We did not know that Fate was plotting to have us
make that same journey back to Sudan...
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KANJl IN JAPANESE WRITING
Bv 'loinohidc ^asll(la
riuMC arc main te\tl)0()ks and dictionaries available
f rom \\ liich to learn kanji ((^liinese characters, each character
svnihoHzing a single idea) and the Japanese writing system.
SoiiK^ textbooks and dictionaries extensively explain the
origin, history, and structure of kanji. However, there is
nothing to answer the question most frequently asked
by beginners of Japanese: ''Kanji are too complicated
and ineffective. Why don't the Ja|)anese abandon them.'^"
Unfortunately, without receiving any answers to the above
reasonable question, beginners simply have to accept the
fact that kanji are still commonly used in modern Japanese
and that eventually they will just liave to learn kanji to
achieve mastery of the language.
This short note tries to answer the above beginners'
question from a native speaker's perspective and experience,
and also tries to explain why the Japanese writing system is
more efficient with kanji than without. It will neither review
the history of kanji and the Japanese w riting system nor will
it insist upon the superiority of the system to other systems.
Visual Appeal
The luiderlying supposition of the above question
is that abandonment of kajji would be desirable, but that
the Japanese probably could not get rid of them because
abandonment of such an ancient system would cost too
much. However, it can be said that the strong visual appeal
of kanji is the very reason w hy they have been used in the
Japanese writing system. (It should be noted here that
there have long been advocates of the romanization of the
Japanese writing system even though their influence has
been negligible.
)
Why do kanji have a stronger visual aj^peal
than the Roman alphabet.^ To begin with, it is obvious that
people can more quickly catch the meaning of a simple
symbol such as than that of a notice of, ''No U-turn."
Each kanji works like this symbol shown here. By replacing
key words in a text with symbols, a common Japanese text
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effectively iililizes the iiomial pattern -recognition ability of
Innnan beings. 'Plie following exaniple will show how kanji
appear to native speakers of Ja|)anese:
(In English, "Henry thcTln'rd loved nioney.")
This Japanese sentence uses two separate forms of
phonetic syllabic script know^n as katakana and hiragana in
combination with kanji. Nouns and stems of verbs are written
with kanji. hiflectional endings, grammatical particles, and
auxiliary verbs are written with hiragana. Katakana is used
to write foreign words like "Henry."
Katakana (phonetic): ^ (he), y (n), U (ri)
Hiragana (phonetic): {'X (ha), ^ (wo), L (shi), fc (ta)
Kanji: ^ (three), tS (generation), ^ (money),
S (love)
The more structured kanji look conspicuous in the
sentence. In other words, these kanji are placed in sharp
relief so that a reader can skim only kanji ("the Third,"
"money," and "love" in the above sentence) to quickly
understand the meaning of a sentence. In order to give
this feeling to a non -native speaker of Japanese, the above
example may be modified with other s}Tnbols:
Henry III yd $.
(Henry is spelled in italics to imitate the above
Japanese sentence in which katakana are used to spell this
foreign word.)
Furthermore, the above sentence can be written
with kanji such as ^ (three), ^ (money), and S (love):
HenryH Sd ^.
It may be clear here that symbols with meanings
in their patterns can be used across languages. Kanji have
been used in different languages, i.e. Chinese, Korean, and
Japanese (and Vietnamese in the past).
In addition, readers might have noticed the fact that
even a phonetic writing system utilizes many "symbols" such
as numbers (0, 1, 2), and @, #, etc.
Furthermore, it should be added here that the
following English words with the same pronunciation are
easily distinguished by their different spellings:
right, write, rite, and wright.
In these words the letters gh, w, and e do nol ha\ e
meanings. These "redimdant" letters can be curriMilly
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ulilizcd lo (lisliii<;iiisli dillrrcnl words hecauso readers do
nol (oilow c\cv\ IcWcw hut instead ^rasp whole word images.
riiei"ef()r(\ e\(Mi though the irregularity orEnghsh spelling is
a nightmare to learnei's of the language, the loss of a visual
distinction would he on(^ of the main points of o|)|)osition to
the introduetion o(" a phonetic system into English, should
such a "reform" he proposed.
\\\cn though the use of this visual sense can make
a writing system efficient, the creation and memorization
of thousands of symhols would he impracticable and
inefficient. If the thousands of concepts, phenomena,
and materials humankind encountered all had completely
different characters, it would be impossible to memorize
and distinguish them. How has the kanji system avoided
this problem.^ The following two sections try to answer this
question. The answer can be summarized as follows:
1. Each kanji formed as a combination of simple
elements (radicals) with their own meanings.
2. The total number of radicals is approximately
180.
3. A single kanji can be a word, but a word may also
consist of two or more kanji as a compound.
These three principles keep the visual writing system
(kanji) practical and manageable.
S truc tlu'c ofKanji
First, the origins of some kanji are shown below.
mountain ^—J ^ ill
person (people) (a person bending forward) A
meat, flesh ^ fa piece of meat R
middle
inside ^ ^( house) + ^ (entrance; \H
u|)per _t
low, down • ~^ 1^
The relatively simple ka/ji listed al)ove are
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iii(l('|)(Mi(l(Mil Xy/////, I)uI al the same lime lliey are used
as radicals to express more eompliealed eojicepts. Win
fbllovviiig are some examples:
mountain pass (llf mountain [JLl + up _t + down T
relation ft" between ^ + people A
coelom (body cavity) K meat M + bole + chisel X
kdnji witb tbe radical ol' person (A) include C
(humanity), tt (seniccj, \X (generation), ft (help), etc. Kanji
with the mountain radical (iJj) are W (cape), [1# fpeakj, ft
(island), M (cliffj, etc. Kanji W\\h the meat radical [R) are, for
example, M (intestine), # (bone), fls (fat) and H (stomach).
Some kanji incorporate phonetic signs, probably because
it was necessan in ancient China where they originated, to
associate these kanji with actual pronimciations. The third
radical (X) in flx not only expresses the meaning of "cai^ e or
dig," but also has a role of indicating a sound "ko" ("gong" in
modern Chinese). Therefore, Xy///// with the radical X have
the same pronunciation ''ko" (e.g. 50, I^, ^).
Approximately 180 radicals are used to form all
kanji (214 radicals are commonly used in dictionaries.
Some additional "historical" radicals are designated for
ease of reference. For examjile, # (bone) is regarded as a
separate radical in kanji dictionaries). Thus the niunber of
genres used to coyer all concepts and materials surrounding
humankind is much smaller than that of the categories
found in Roger s Thesainm\ The Thesaurus classifies English
words and phrases into 990 sections according to underlying
concepts and meanings.
Approximately 2.()()() Xy///// are commonly used in
Japanese. Learners of Japanese therefore should nuMnoiM/.e
all of them. Howeyer, taking into consideration the fact I hat
these kanji are composed of 180 sim|)le radicals, it is diflicull
to agree that it is easier to memorize 2000 phonetic word
elements, e.g. coel-, enteron (see b(^low), whose peruuitations
of letters (sounds) do not pi'oyide clues to meanings.
^^ ()rd Formation
Although Xy///// as we know tliem today are tlu^
products of innuuuM'able people, nobody can create his oi* her
own to use as the medium of couuuunicalion. I he silualiou
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is \\w same w ith thai ol'lhc Komaii alplialxi. I Iowcvcm; a new
word can he easily cremated as a ('oiupouiid In coinhiiiiiit^ two
or more kdnji. \s eaeh kdnji lias a nH^ai)iii^ in its shape, the
meaning of a new word eomprisin^" Iwo oi* inor-e kanji ean
he easilx underslood and jncnnor'ized. In addition, IxH'ause
eaeh kdnji usual Iv re|)resent a s\ llahle, a new Iv erealed word
is usuall\ short in lei'nis of pronunciation. This section will
show the formation of vvoi'ds consisting of Xy/////, and how
new woi'ds are created hv this rule of formation.
riie rul(^ of C()m|)()unding is sim[)le and several
e\am|)les of Xy///// listefl ahove can create many vyords as
follows:
lJL|_L (mountain + u|)per = moiuitain to|>, surface of a
mountain)
lJL|4^ (mountain + middle, hetween = inside of a
mountain)
(upper + person = a senior person; a Buddhist
priest of high moral capacity
)
TA (low + person = a lowly |)erson; a person in the
secular world)
KM (coelom, body cayity + intestine = coelenteron =
Gk koilos cayity, hollow + Gk enteron intestine)
9$fl§A (Probably this means a primitiye ty pe of human
being with a coelenteron)
S^BirtA A kind of alien.^ Parasite in the coelenteron of a
coelenterate?)
Except the last t^vo. all exanijiles are foimd in a Japanese
dictionan. With Xy/////*s al)ility to make new words easily;
many words were created to express concepts newlv
introduced from Eiu'ope and the I nited States in the late
I9th century. \\ ithout Xy/////', it would have been difficidt
to inyent a short and intcdiigible Japanese equivalent of
coelenteron
.
hi addition, even the last two ridiculous words are
intelligible to everybody l^ecause the words are formed of
Xy/////' w hose meanings are familial'.
As a conclusion, Xy/////" are an effective tool that give
visual appeal to written words. Furthermore, they give
flexibility to Japanese through their ability to easily make
new words that are intelligible to r(\aders. Word ])rocessors
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have oliiniriat(Ml liic tedious ualur'c ol" liandu r-ilin^^ kanji.
With the wider use of eoniputers, the eCieetiveiiess <){' kanji
will he even more enhanced in the future.
RcforoMccs:
Kii-k|.ali-ick. 15. nnt:ri'sTlirs,uirus<,fr:niil,sli W nnis ami Plintscs. I.on-man: l-.s-^cv. 1087.
()ij:i\\:i.T..T. Mslnkawa ^ ( ;. \k;iLsnk;i. k<i<l<ik,nv,i Sliiiiji^ri,
.
k;i. I. )k;i\\ a Slu .Ini: 'lok\ ... I !l(i>S.
S\kcs. .1.15. < 'iiiiris<' O.rjonl DutiDiiai \ nl'Ciinriil l-jii^lisli. I iii\crMl\ I'lvss; OxCoi'd. i;)7().
PEDRO MUERTE
By Mike IMairliaiid
The grid sparkles like even thing else overlaid on
this island random, pieeemeal. Arrivals, departures, hut
always more lights, new bidbs tasting the kiss of electricitv,
old bulbs burnt out. Barrios grew, legitimized by titles, their
streets likewise, houses with numbers assigned and ignored,
not tethered to occupants; fishermen, w ives chatting like the
cliick(Mis in the backyard coops, merchants driving the better
cars: (Expatriates entertained with the attainment of paradise,
jiainters making sense of nonsense on canvas and zinc; wait-
ers, waitresses, and bartenders spending their tips on all that
was foreign to their lives in anonymous cities and towns of
the greatest coiuitrv on earth. Or so it is said. A country so
great that all w ho choose to leave their origins and join those
w ho foimd the yoke of America about their necks at birth
despite el orgullo, la is/a, el hog(u\ too tenuously to coexist in
codependent splendor, thrum and sw eat to the bass of me-
ringue cars and the white noise of w ar games.
Pete was miuTlered. His name wasn't really Pete, tu
sdbes? When he was \ oimg, a kid on the rail fence, growing
up in the vastness of dust and dung on the ranch in Texas, he
was energy. What can I do, let me tn, I can do that. Nigger
Pete was the I-need-this-done-so-go-do-it man. When Nig-
ger Pete was doing w hat-needed-to-get-done-right-now, they
all still called, "Pete! Pete!" So the kid came instead— his
name wasn't really Pete, but he was energ\. But that's not
this ston.
The island was wild then. Many flags flew o\er it
after the Tainos were exterminated like so many other pests,
mosqiiitos swatted h\ gloved hands, eueardehas smeared by
Spanish boots. Pirates laid low here, w ith galleons' plunder,
tolls collected on the Main. Later men under many flags
taxed for their monarchs and the pirates were called smug-
glers; giuis rim. intoxicants imported from the serfdoms of
South America to sate the insatiable appetites of the North.
All this was and is the stuff of the island. It did not choose its
station, its latitude and longitude, its name. It merely bears
it, its lush green waiting silently to retake itself
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Now it bears the vvii'cs, I lie I r aiisCor'nicrs, I lie pipes,
the tangible eoiuhiits that the eomlortably superfieial eall
''eohesive infrastrueture;" [playthings of tlie fmrrieanes,
parents ofVCRs and satelhte dishes that reach beyond the
mango, the mangrove, Xh^ flamboyrin and ceiha, that serve
addictive images as native to the island as the yogurt-cmTy
salmon and Dutch beer consumed in the gringo bars. But
Pete didn't eat yogurt-curry salmon.
Pete liked Texas food. Steak, potatoes, pure Ameri-
can cliche food. Pete had children he rarely mentioned back
up North, hi Florida maybe, or Texas. He didn't say. Pete
w^as here when the island was wild. A living could still be
made smuggling then— people still live who did. Maybe Pete
was one. Or maybe he wasn't. He didn't say. But he was of
them.
He was a tall man once, before the bends com-
pressed him. He dove deep in the waters of the island and
taught many the same. The tranquility of the rolling, loll-
ing waves, the bathwater warmth of the first 20 feet belied
the danger deeper. The pressure of the billions of gallons
is bonebreaking, the skull of the hardheaded an eggshell,
eardriuns popped like bubble wrap. Pete's high frequencies
were gone. Pete loved the blues, but he really only felt the
music. He'd walk barefoot and bowlegged down the street
that still held the day's heat; alongside the Caribbean stroked
the sand like a matron's bejeweled hand on a tawny cat. hi
his hand was a glass, the insulated kind that the boaties like,
thick and plastic. It was a colored glass, and its color was
code. Green—vodka and tonic, no lime, and none of that well
vodka. Rose—Don Q Oro and Diet Pepsi OK, Diet Coke if
that's all ya got. Clear— Dewars and water, I'm feeling a cold
comin' on. But most often it was the blue glass— Gordon's
gin and tonic, no lime. He'd sit by the well, belly fidl, freshly
stoned, and fish in his bag for the day's first cigarette. He
smoked it like a joint, inhaling deeply and exhaling w ith a
smile of satisfaction. His hands shook as he reached for the
fresh drink.
He'd seen a lot from that seat, l^ike the lime the bat
landed in the cute little bargirl's hair, the bat only shghll\
more freaked than the girl. The .Master Chief, a Chei'()k(M\
so high on scotch that he w alked ai'oiind I he l)ai' naked imlil
the Naw truck came to get him. He saw drug deals made.
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laiii^luMl al how slick th(^\ lliou^hl the\ were. People so wired
lhal [\\c\ eoiildiTl speak, nol cwn to ofdei* the (h'ink [hc\ so
hadl\ iummUmI to hihrieate iiiiiuh tongues. Two ehieks, two
ehieks! getting it on o\c\' on tlie other side. He'd sit at the
hai' and watch tonight's show. He'd smile through the smoke
that curled around the lew teeth that somehow remained in
his mouth.
\\ hen the har closed, he shuflled home, right up the
sti'cct. Sure, he had a share in the video slot machines, hut
he'd plav them as much as anyone. The junkies and crack-
heads on {\\e Mdlecoj] sa\\ the hank l)ag on Tuesdays, and the
new \es})a. Thirty years of work to get there they didn't see.
But they sa\\ tlu^ hank hag on Tuesdays. But then it was Sun-
days. But it was a l^ank hag. Zipper with a lock. They'd need
the keys.
That night he walked up the stairs ahoye the store
like he always had. Shots of tec[uila tonight yeah, man, fee-
lin' GREAT! They said he didn't see them. \\ HAP! He went
dow n, out. They worried, what if he Ayakes up? jCoiio! Duct
tape oyer his mouth, eyes. nose, his whole head for Christ's
sake! Diying had damaged his hreatliing, too. hut they had
only seen him as the hank hag.
The next night. Tuesday, 8 o'clock, where 's Pete.^
Keys in the door, glasses, hlue glass on its side, hlood and gin
and tonic and melted ice. Out behind on the old zinc roof,
on his side, taped to the plastic chair. Suffocated. For 380
Americans. Pete \yas miu'dered. \\ illiam Simon Baimigard-
ner. Muerte.
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THE NETITRRWOULI)
By Micluu^l l^rady
In llie netherworld, jiisl hevoiid |)hil()S()|)liy, lliere
exists a eonnectiiig point IxMwcen ideas and action. Thoreau
walks up the creaky steps onto the podium of the Concord
Lyceum. In front of a skeptical crowd, lie presents his views
on slavery and individual morality. They are not well re-
ceived, even by his closest friends. Nevertheless, he refuses
to pay taxes to a morally bankrupt govermnent and ends up
jailed, if only for a night. How manv lodav have even his
small amount of courage .^^ One hundred yeai's later, a (Vail
but upright man dressed in traditional Indian garb he wove
himself, watches the approaching Sikli soldiers. As they
approach, he senses the violence in their nervous eyes and
in their tightly gripped rattan staves. Even as the first staff
cracks into his collarbone, Gandhi knows he has succeeded,
and yet he feels no anger or remorse. In the true philoso-
pher, a spark exists between the idea and the action. Alone,
ideals are useless except as a breeding ground for hypocrisy.
However, when an authentic person is faced with injustice, a
spark connects their ideals and their actions of civil disobe-
dience. Where does this spark lie.^
The philosophers who professed an ideal of equality^
and liberty and never acted on it are too numerous to name.
Rousseau spoke of the inherent purity of the uncorruj)ted.
He spoke of a true democracy where each person had a
single vote, where people contributed directly in their gov-
ernment. In the mean time, he fathered several children ^vho
he then proceeded to disown. Is this the action a just man
would take.^ Then, he nonchalantly spoke of e([uality and
democracy while completely ignoring the rights and e(|uality
of the women of France. He professed equality and positi^ e
freedom for everyone but women. How could Ik^ justify this
stand, how can we.^ W e should refuse to judg(^ Ixousseau by
the supposed conventions of his time. Injustice was rej)re-
liensible tlien and it is re])i'eliensibl(^ now; explaining av\ay
his misdeeds are tantamount to forgiving them. Kousseau
never connected the beauts and |)ov\('r of his philosophy
with his ovMi life. Instead he VM'ote onh of how "(^(Mvone
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else" should behave.
One of our eouiiti'v's «>i'ealest fi^ur(\s is Thomas Jef-
I'erson. I^rilhanl aullior of ihe Declanition ofIndependence, he
was one of our first "American" philosophers. He wrote of
"hfe. lihei'l v, and th(^ pui\suit of ha])piness." He wrote of the
nobilit v and common sense of the farmer and the tradesman.
Amazingly, Jefferson even realized his ow n personal failings
wIkmi \\v described the utter immorality of ensla\ ing another
human being. \et, des})ite the [)ractical beauty and sense of
his w riting, despite the purity of the ideal he possessed, he
(hd not contain the spark to carry his ))hilosophy into action.
Perhaps countries need lieroes, but Jel'ferson was not a hero.
He remains a brilliant scholar, architect, and politician but he
did not possess the strength to act as he believed. Few want
to blemish an American icon, but he was simply a talented
writer who spoke against inequality but profited from it each
day of his life. "Rich slave ow ner'' should be the first line of
any introchiction to the w ritings of Jefferson lest we forget
his own self-admitted failings and repeat them ourselves.
In contrast to Rousseau and Jefferson we have
Thoreau. Thoreau never looked into the eyes of a man that
wanted to beat him to death. Thoreau never led a huge
march on W ashington D.C. or faced down an enormous tank
single-handed, hi fact, he was a lot like anyone else. He
liked the security and easy conversation of his mother's din-
ner table. \\ hen faced with the ()])])osite sex, his social skills
seemed to vanish in a mixtm-e of embarrassment and re-
pressed desire. Despite his humanity (or perhaps because of
it), he lived his simple philosophy whenever he could, even
if that meant making pencils or searching for arrowheads.
There remained throughout his writing and throughout his
life a wa\y but constant thread. Time after time in his writ-
ings, he examines himself and his own ideals in relation to
those around him. He was a fei \ ent abolitionist in thought,
writing, and deed. However, his well-know n night in jail was
not his only act of civil disobedience. The day after John
Brown w as hanged, one of his companions, fleeing for his
hfe, ended up in Concord. \\ hen a volunteer was needed to
(h'i\ e him through the darkness into Vermont and then Can-
ada, Thoreau immediately volunteered (Harding 261 . His
philosophy and his life were not separate entities; they were
dual parts of a person who wanted to sa^ e the world^ but
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started willi liiinsclf.
Bc^iniiiii^- youfscH' is ihc key llial unlocks the
spark oi" action. I horcaii, like Socrales, believed that all
your actions should he (ii'sl lui-iied lovvards yoursell". I he
s|)ai'k l)etA\('eii the idea and die action is a scH'-Cocus. Kous-
seau and Jelierson turned all their enei'gies oulvvanJs into
society while ignoring tlieir own self-development and their
own unjust acts. They wanted to creale a moral society fir'st.
However, a moral society, no matter its good intentions, does
not create a moral person. Because of the falseness of their
actions, their writings are no better than fiction an exciting
and thought provoking read but not real, not practical. An
idea, even if it shoidd be true, even if it is beautiful enough
to draw a tear, does nothing without its own ap})ropriate ac-
tion.
Civil disol)edience can only start with the individual.
The civil rights uKn ement was made up of individuals. Indi-
viduals freed India. The spark between ideal and action lies
in the individual heart. Like Thoreau I begin with my self
first. Only I can see into the deepest recess of my own heart;
any spark must come from there.
Kcrcivncfs:
I5...lc. Cmi-I. Thr Ihrlnhlv TlKUvaii. \cu ^ni k: l'<'n-uiii 15.... ks. ID.S'i.
ll;iiMill.,ii. Ivlilli. I'l„ln:riw<nllninl Dutln.^ius. I"nn<'.'l..n: I 'n i uvl . .1 1 I ni\. I'ivs-,. 1!).S!).
lhir.lin-.\\;ill.M-. I Tlmnuiu I 'in/ilr . I. in. ..In: 11 !. Tl 1. .r.Mi 1 S<,.-i.-lx. 1!)!)S.
S 111. TV ill.'., I. .Im. SonahniJ I'o/iiinil l'ltil,,s,>i>ln. \ii<'li..r 15..., k>. I!)(i;.
SUBWAY IN MRIS
Black 6i \\ hite Photographv
By Takaya Toiiiose
FAMILY FOR I R Vrr I TT
Black \ W liilc Pliotoorapin
\]\ l^'ika I hoiupson
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TRUE LOVE
Mixed Media
By Carolyn Garlock
FRACTl RED
Black W liik^ Photogmpln
Bv Dina I sirrlson
UNTITLED
Black & White Photograj^hy
By Patrick Merrill
LITERATURE BELONGS TO THE HUMAN
R.\CE: AN INTERVIEWWITH HA JIN
By Nathaniel T. Beyer & Nancy Derl)y
Awanl-winning author- Ma Jiu came lo lliis coun-
try in the U)80s to study British and \uiei-icaii literal lu'c
at Brandeis I iii\ersity. After w it uessiii<^ the l iananuien
S(juare massacre, he decided to reuiaiii in the I iiiled States.
Embarking on the sometimes arduous journey of vvi'iting,
lie first pnl)lished |)oetiT in the A//v,s Rcvir^v while stud\-
ing with poet Frank Bitlart. Althougli he has couliiuH'd to
write and publish poetry, he has become l)est known for- liis
works of fiction. He has won numerous awnrds. such as the
PEN/Hemmingway Award for his first collection of stories.
Ocean of W ords, as well as the PEN/Faulkner and National
Book Award for his noAcl 11 a/t/nfi\ His most i*ec(Mit rH)\ (d, 77/^
CrazecL was pid^lislied in October 2002 by Pantheon Books.
Shortly before his on-campus reading on December 4, 2002,
Ha Jin sat down with \} (itermark ( 'o- Kditoi- Nancy Derby and
Fiction Editor Nate Beyer for the following interview.
Nate Beyer: You have spoken about how writing in an-
other language is like becoming another person. YouVe also
said that yoiu' work is not ])articularly autobiogra|)hical. Fm
wondering if you feel Hke English is sort of a lil)eration for
you, if it's a hberating experience to l)e able to ^vrite in your
non-native language and whetlier ^vriting in Chinese woidd
feel perhaps more constrained. Does English open up an
enue for you to explore things, to imagine things that maybe
you wouldn't be able to do in Chinese?
Ha Jin: Maybe in the beginning you ma\ lunc that
experience, in the \vv\ Ix^ginning, because of the novelty of
doing something you hadn't done before. But gr-adually as
you continue, the novelty of writing in a for-cigii language
dissipates. 1 don't think that wi'itingin English is a liberating
experi(Mice at all. Fm sur-e 1 could write it better in Chinese.
Fm certain of that. But 1 had to sur\iAe economically; it's a
I Ij
nec(\ssil\ lo as a [person. Aiul also l)v writing in Chinese,
1 (lon'l tliink it eoiild \\'d\v tlie integrity of" the work heeause
ol' the eensorslii[) in (Jiina. So onee I cleeided to write in
Enghsh, no matter wliat, I liad to continue down that path.
Life is sliort; I eouhl not reverse my decision.
Nancy Derl)y: Do you tliink that there are enough Chi-
nese speaker's in this coiuitry, enough to make a Chinese
language author successful?
HJ: There are, in fact, a few Chinese writers who write in
Chinese and can support themselves in the States because
they can publish books in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and here.
Those writers were known before they came to the States;
they were already pid)lished. They had audiences already
there. For me, I had to start from scratch, so there was no
audience. 1 didn't have a degree in Chinese. I did look for
jobs related to Chinese, but I was not qualified for teaching
or doing anything in Chinese. That's why English was the
only way. Also, a w ork in Chinese wouldn't coiuit as a publi-
cation for teaching in an English Department.
NB: You said at one point that when you teach writing,
you tell your students to accept themselves as failures. I
wondered if you could elaborate on that and also maybe talk
about your own experiences, not as a successful writer, but
instead w hen you were still struggling and going through the
process of rejection that eveiy writer has to go through, and
how you dealt with that.
HJ: The reason why I said you have to accept yourself
as a failure if you want to write w ell is that success is a kind
of phantom, it is remote, it's not something that can be ob-
tained. Also if you read enough literature you can see that.
All the great books have already been w ritten so how can you
write it better.'^ In that sense, everybody is a failure. \ou con-
tinue the process. But whether you can go further, it is really
uncertain. So in that sense, it is necessaiy to accept yourself
not as a success but as a kind of failure. As to the frustration,
I think it is necessary, even all the rejection, it is part of the
process. I think you build up your ability to resist, you have
to persist. It is part of the process that everybody will go
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througli. \oii want to l)e establislKnl as a writer, you liaxc to
go through tliat j)ro(M\ss. There is no way aroiuid tfiat.
NB: But you have been a suecess as a writer, not just ...
HJ: 1 don't tliink so (laughs).
NB: You have had a different take, a sort of fresh new ness
of voice and perspective. Where did you find tiiat? Or liovv
did you come about that.'' Was that just something inside of
you that you were able to. .
.
HJ: No, if you have a story, or you make a storv, the story
itself will assume a voice and angle and so you try to ful-
fill the material. So I don't think it's something.... that is,
something 1 made, but on the other hand, the material, the
subject, story, they have their own logic. So my role was just
to fulfill the material.
ND: I read that you were thinking of writing about
Americans, Asian-Americans, in your next book. Do you
think that is sort of a psychological thing, that you are seeing
yourself as a Chinese-American, or is it something you just
want to experiment with?
HJ: Fve lived in this country for almost 18 years and
haven't retiuiied to China in that time. So contemporan
life there is not familiar to me. As I continue, the meaningful
experience for me is the American experience. But again, it
will be a big hiuxUe, whether I can make the jmnp, it's a chal-
lenge.
NB: I have a question about your new novel. The Crazed.
The professor character in the book seems like a sort of Dos-
toyevskian character, almost a holy fool who is able to say
things the other characters can't say, and talk about things
that other characters can't bring u[). fhe past also seems to
come up largely through his character He also expresses a
great deal of anger; anger at his family situation but also an-
ger at China and the cultural re\ohition, and h(^ says at one
point that being an intellectual in China is hke bcMiig pickled
in filth. \()u have also spoken about th(^ anger that you had
seeing l iaiiainiuMi S(|iiai'('. Is somum)!" llial aiigcM* coining out
in the prolrssor cliaraclcr a r('tl(Miion ol xouroun anger? 1
was wondering il' von still feel angi'v al)()ul that or about the
eullui'al re\()luli()n and things that hapjXMKMl since.
IIJ: ^eah. I think the anger is genuine. For uie, 1 have
anger loo, es|)(M'iallv ahout Tianaiunen Scfuare, the massacre.
Yes, l*ui angrv. Originally when 1 start to write a novel, 1 just
have the professor, 1 didn't have the Tiananmen Scjuare part.
But when that happened, this is anothes* traumatic event, so I
want to combine both, so that it will make his anger, his suf-
fering, not just personal. To a large extent, it is historical and
national. So of coiu'se, 1 was angrv, I am angiy, still angry. So
it is to some extent personal, but 1 (lid use him as a character.
He lost his mind, so w hatever he said, w hether it is meaning-
ful or meaningless, is a part of the story, the history. That is
the difficult part: how to make sense of this mess.
NB: Because he is also able to contradict himself, say one
thing in one chapter and...\\ Inch 1 think is great.
HJ: (laughs) Thank you.
ND: Does that sense of anger tie in at all w ith the idea of
failure.^ Are you able to make order of the anger, or is that
part of the failure? W hat are your personal feelings?
HJ: Personal feelings... \ate mentioned Dostoyevsky. I
did read all his work in order to w rite this book, and I am
flattered by your mentioning the connection. But if you
read him, you can see the greatness, the magnificence of his
w ork. That really diminishes my ow n w ork. That's one sense
of failiu'C. Also tlie ^ cry fact that 1 am writing in English, Tm
not able to w rite my best work in Chinese. That is a kind of
failure, a tragic situation. 1 don't have a choice. I want to be
individual, want to have some freedom and artistic integrity
.
So I have to do it in English.
NB: in the novel 77/^ CnizecL you talk a lot about Li Po
and other Chinese })oets. 1 w ondered if you saw yoiu'self
in that wonflerful tradition of Chinese literati. Do you see
yourself as coming out of that, as somehow part of that con-
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liniiimi? OimIo \()u sec xoiir'scll as like llic people voii sliid-
ied in Kn<>lisli, like Ezra Pouiid and l^^liol vvfio lianslatcd, in
the loose sens(^ at least, poetry and sori of mediated between
the west and China. Do you feel yon are rnoi'e of a mediator,
or are yon eoming more from a (Chinese tr'adition of writ-
ers?
ND: Or are you even more Ameriean because of yonr po-
sition as an immigrant, as so many Americans stai'ted out?
HJ: hi that sense perhaps Fm more American. But I afso
read Chinese poetry in the original. 1 do believe (Chinese bas
a great poetic tradition. The fiction part is not tliat strong
but poetry is a great tradition. In that sense, I'm not a media-
tor. I'm not a cultural ambassador. I don't have the ability.
I think I'm individual. I take w^hatever that is useful and I
think whatever I like best is my own heritage. But it doesn't
have to be Chinese. It can be other literature as well. In
that sense, literature belongs to the human race. It does not
belong to a single nation.
1 H)



